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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION - WHAT IS MODALITY? 
1.1 Introduction 
This work 1S a typological study of modality. My research 
began as an attempt to find cross-linguistic correlations of a 
syntactic (and concomitantly semantic) nature in the develop-
ment of modality such as are discussed for English by Traugott 
( 1972) !' Lightfoot (1979)~ and Plank (1984). It became clear~ 
over time~ that discussions of modality to be found in other 
languages were not set on the same seemingly sound footing as 
established diachronic discussions of English modal verbs. It 
was also clear that modality was not a very clear notion in 
anyone='s mind and relied usually on language-specific 
categories of forms which were syntactically set apart from 
other forms of similar categories (usually modal verbs .as 
distinct from main or auxiliary verbs). Often these forms did 
not offer good cross-linguistic proof of the need for a 
distinct category in any language, as the notions expressed by 
modal forms in a distinct grammatical category in one language 
e~< pressed by 1 e~< i .c 031 items in a non-disti nct 
category ln another language (e.g. modal verbs of 
English non-modal verbs - Gm m6gen = Eng.~like~, sollen - :tbe 
supposed to~ ~ ~said to;t ) . It was also evident that the 
difficulty!, synchronically, of establishing reasonable 
definitions of modal notions ~nd forms~ became even more 
apparent wh~n equivalences were sought diachronically. It was 
clear that there had to be greater investigation of what con-
1 
·:;t i tutec! modalit y before it could be easily understood how 
modal notions developed or changed. 
T''y'pol og i cal studies sometimes begin with a description of 
the problems which beset the person who works ln cross-
linguistic comparisons. Terms differ or are invented for 
previously unrecognised categories, descriptions or glasses are 
inadequate~ crucial examples are lacking. It is presumab ly for 
this reason that the Lingua Descripti v e Series and subsequent 
Croom Helm Series were established. For this study~ despite 
the u':;ef ul ness of these grammars for cross-linguistic 
comparison!! and the obvious excellence of many other grammar s~ 
it Irfas still difficult to find much detail on the relationship 
of modal forms with tense~ aspect~ neg .at i on ~ inter-rogat ivity 
and conditionality, all of which ar-e relevant and impor-tan t to 
the deter-mination of the meanings or- syntax of modal for-ms in 
various languages. Examples of modal forms in most grammars 
are restricted to simple declar-ative affirmative sentences in 
present tense. Because of this my own data is necessari l y 
limited and generalisations can only be made with the caveat of 
this limitation. 
The sources for my data were determined mostly by the avail-
ability of good grammars which made some refer-ence to the 
notions regarded as basic to modality. For the languages Thai~ 
,-
C.we~ Chinese, German and Finnish!, I was assisted by native 
speakers (bilingual English). I must also comment on an ar-eal 
bias which is intentional. Traditional discussions of modality 
(or- mood) have focussed on Indo-European and in particular-
Germanic and Romance languages. These languages exemp lify 
I 
modality with systems of mood and modal ve~bs. In o~de~ to go 
beyond the established Indo-Eu~opean notions of modalit y which 
may themselves be biased~ it was necessa~y to investigate 
languages from different areas. Accordingl y , a1 thoLlgh Ind o -
ELlropean languages were kept ln mind~ and sometimes used wh e n 
they were perhaps the only languages which exemplif i ed an 
aspect of modality not well-discussed in grammars o f other 
languages~ the languages which were examined were mostl y non 
Indo-European or those Indo-European languages wh i ch are rare ly 
d i sCLlssed. 
1 ,.., . ..:.. The Clack of) definition of Modalit y . 
This is a .crass-linguistic study of modalit y . As such , it 
examlnes the linguistic e x pression of modality in a number of 
languages from different language families~ with the purpose of 
establishing relationships a~ correlations which might ind icate 
the universality of aspects of modality. As with an y s tudy, 
the topic must first be defined. And it is here in f ac t that 
the researcher grinds to a halt. 
Modality has not , so far, been adequatel y defin ed . No 
scholar can begin his wor k with the statemen t ~Modality is 
:0 
. .. . he were to, b y using the declarati ve form o f the If 
English sentence~ unmodalised by a qual i fication an the ver b or 
sentence itself, he would be signaling to h i s audience t hat he 
knows what modality is. It appears that at th i s stage of our 
knowledge conce~ning the topic, no one can be so bold . In 
Palmer's most recent work, itself a crass-linguist i c st u dy of 
mood and modality~ he states in his introduction 'The notion of 
modality . . . 1 ·:; much more vague [than that of tense and 
aspect] and leaves open a number of possible definitions . . . 
( 1986: 2) • He later goes on to gi v e a tentative definit ion~ 
subsequently used as a working definition throughout the book -
'Modality could!! that is to S2.y, be defined as the grammat ic -
alisation of speakers' (subjective) attitudes and opinions' 
( 1986: 16) • Note that the sentence is 'modalised' by could. 
Palmer is saying!! by uSlng cOLlld~ that he doesn't know that 
this is definitely what modality is. 
Working recently also cross-linguistically, but focus ing 
solely on the expression of modality in verbal inflec tion 
(traditionally labelled 'mood'), Bybee (1985) tries to f ind a 
recognisably coherent conceptual category of mood. She Llses 
the following working definition: ~mood is a marker on the verb 
that signals how the speaker chooses to put the proposit ion 
i n tot h e dis C OLl r se con t e ~.~ t ' ( 1 985: 1 65) • This definition was 
'intentionally formulated to be general enough to cover both 
markers of illocutionary force!! such as imperative!! and mar kers 
of the degree of commitment of the speaker to the truth of the 
proposition!! such as dubitative' (ibi d.) • It is fairly 
obvious that this definition allows ' mood' to be simply a 
repository for any verbal inflection which is not an expression 
of tense or aspect. While her definition is finally modi fied, 
it is offered only with reservation: ' Thus we could def ine a 
cross-linguistic category of mood as indicating the discourse 
function of non-interrogative clauses' ( 1985: 193 ~ emphasis 
mine) . This 1S still conceptually vague and Bybee herself 
notes that it is not a very satisfying definition (ibid.) • 
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While 8ybee~s work will be discussed in more detail later~ the 
point here 1S that her study could not begi~ with a clear 
definition of mood and did not end up with one. 
It is significant too that a research project conducted by 
~sten Dahl ln the late 70~s with the aims of collecting data on 
and describing systems of tense~ mood~ and aspect in large 
numbers of languages, was unable to obtain information suitable 
to the description of mood and became simply an analysis of 
tense and aspect (see Dahl 1985:2). The reason for the 
exclusion of meod is given as resulting from the restriction of 
survey material to affirmative declarative simplex sentences ~ 
thus eliminating ~traditionally labelled meeds ... since these 
. . . predominantly occLlr 1n embedded contexts~ ( 1 n8C:- • =-:'!' ) 7 ...J • ....;._. • 
Al thoLlgh Dah 1 netes that ~moods are said to express the 
speaker's attitude to a proposition or truth-value~ ( 1985: 26) , 
it~s clear that the concept of speaker's attitude is rather far 
from his mind since he considers that ~mQod is not well 
represented in .Eng I ish' (1985: 25) !I and that 'a better account 
for most cases of moods ... 1S to say that they are a 
grammatical way of indicating that the proposition is embedded 
into a modal or non-assertive context~ ( 1985: 26) • In other 
words!' his notion of meod/s is obviously inseparable from the 
subjunctive/indicative distinction and ignores periphrastic 
expressions and verbal inflections expressing modality which 
are found in affirmative declarative simplex sentences in many 
languages. 
When major investigations such as Dahl~s and Bybee's and 
work such as Palmer~s fail either to be able to take account of 
the e~{ pr essi on of mood and modality or to find a satisfying 
5 
definition~ it lends weight to Palmer ~ s complaint: ~ Th e real 
problem with modalit y ... i s not just that there is a great 
variation in meaning across languages~ but that t here 1S no 
clear basic feature. The notion o f ~proto-typical ity~ is 
diffic u lt!' if not impossible!, to appl y~ ( 1986:4). 
On one level then the study of modality is necessar ily 
circular. If there 15 no intuitively adequate definition of 
modality~ it seems a little premat u re to be attempt ing a 
cross-linguistic study of it. Any study of the topic mus t have 
as its underlying or even primar y a1m a more satisf ying 
definition and delineation of the sub j ect area. 
1 ~ • "_I Ex planation of terminology 
There are certain terms .used in discussions of mood and 
modality which require clarification. In the fi r st p l ac e it 
must be understood that mood is general ly accepted t o be a 
label for a grammatical category of verbal inflect i on. It is 
not a semantic notion. It is~ however~ believed to be one form 
of modality_ Because mood subsumes di verse functions and s ome-
what unrelated meanings~ it has been difficult to find a 
unified sense for such a categor y of v erbal in f l e c tion. 
Similarly modality is known to have such a multiplic i t y of 
meanings and grammatical realisations that a unifying concept 
has eluded scholars. 
One of the factors which has added to the conf usion that 
seems to underlie almost all attempts to define modality i s the 
6 
use by linguists of terms which philosophers intended for 
different senses. 
1 . 3. 1 Terms used by Linguists 
Linguists (e.g. Lyons 1977~ Palmer 1979) discuss modality in 
terms of epistemic~ and deontic or root. Epistemic modality ~ 
for linguists, refers to the notions of possibility (e.g. may, 
might, can, could) and necessity (e.g must, should~ ought ) . 
('Possibility~ and 'necessity' are invariably undefined, their 
meanings left to be inferred from examples.) Epistemic 
possibility is regarded as inhering in forms which can be 
paraphrased by 'It is possible that X'. Epistemic necessity 
usually refers to those modal forms which involve some kind of 
inference and can, sometimes in a rather forced manner~ be 
paraphrased :0 It is necessarily the case that , • • • • by 
Deontic modality is concerned with permission (e.g. may, can) 
and obligation (e.g. must, should, ought). The term root came 
to be used to cover the notion of ability inherent in can, in 
preference to deontic, the meaning of which etymologically is 
unrelated to ability (from Anc. Gk. deo- 'to need'). Root was 
later used to subsume the deontic notions as well, and most 
linguists now use either root or deontic to cover all the non-
epistemic senses of modal forms. 
Terms used by Philosophers 
Philosophers (e.g. \lon Wr i ght 1951!, Rescher 1968) use the 
7 
term deontic for notions of obligation~ permission and f or-
bidden. Root is not part of their vocabulary. Epistemic 
modality does not refer to possibility and necessit y b u t to 
modes of knowledge. Von l!Jr i gh t ( 1951 : 1 ) has the basic 
epistemic modalities as: 
verified • • 
falsified: 
known to be true 
known to be false 
undecided : neither known to be true nor 
known to be false. 
Rescher (1968:24) classifies epistemic modalities as follows: 
It 1S known that p 
It is believed that p 
It is accepted (or: supposed~ assumed) that p 
It is anticipated (or: e,{ pected) that p 
It should be noted that what is described here refers to states 
of the mind, in contrast with deontic modalities which refer to 
states of the will. 
Possibility and necessity are discussed by philosophers 
under the term alethic modality. Alethic modes are conc erned 
with truth of propositions - whether a proposition is necessar-
ily true or false~ possibly true or false, or actuall y t rue or 
fal '5e. 
What we have, then, is a situation in which l i nguists have 
adopted the term epistemic for what philosophers generally 
regard as alethic modes - possibilit y and necessit y . How this 
came to be can only be conjectured. 
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1.3.3 Terms used ln this Study 
This study will continue to follow established l in guistic 
practice. Epistemic will refer to e x press i ons of possibility 
and necessity. 
its original 
But it will also encompass~ in lat er chapters~ 
sense of expressions of speaker's 
belief, assLlmpti on and ':;uppos i t i on. 
knowledge, 
The later 
chapters will make clear the relationship between these notions 
and possibility and necessity. 
Deontic will refer to non-epistemic modalit y relating to the 
modals of permission and obligation (though 'obligation=' is not 
always the sense of such modals (see Coates 1983, F'al mer 
1979) ) • Root will be used to refer to the type of modalit y 
which can represents, which includes a type of possibility (se~ 
Chapter 4), but also to all non-epistemic modality, including 
deontic, when there is need to refer to the distinction between 
epistemic (possibility/necessi.ty/speaker='s kn owledge ) and non-
epistemic senses. 
One further terminological distinction must be made. 
Epistemic modality has been discussed in terms of ='subjective' 
and ='objective:O (see e.g. Lyons 1977:797 ff). Basical ly 
subjective modality involves the spea ker's thoughts about what 
he is saying, objective modality is concerned with what might 
be called common knowledge, or what everybody, not just the 
speaker, thinks about the topic of the speaker's utterance. 
Lyons describes the distinction in this way: a categorical 
assertion can be understood as having the meaning components 'r 
say so + it is so:O ( 1977: 750) • Subjective modalit y involves 
the qualification of the :or say so' compon'ent; objective 
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modality involves the qualification of the ~it 1S so~ com-
ponent. Thus if a man from the weather bureau say s 'It may 
rain tomorrow'~ he is savi ng ,- I sav' , , (categoricall y) : ' t 1 _ is 
possible that it will rain tornorrow~ an objectively rnodalised 
staternent~ which might be reported by a friend of that weather 
man to someone else as~ ~John told me that it might rain 
tomorrow' . If, however~ the man from the weather bureau says 
to his friend 'Fred may have your book;o~ h ' "I J..h ' , e 1 s say 1 n g' L 1 n r:: 
(but cannot say categoricall y ): Fred has your book' - a 
subjectively modalised utterance which the friend may report to 
someone as!, 'John thinks Fred might have my book'. The 
distinction characterises the difference between alethic 
modality (qualification of the 'it is so:> component) ~ and 
epistemic modality (qualification of the 'r say so' component). 
I believe this distinction is valid in language and is!, in 
fact~ one of the causes of the confus ion of terms in linguistic 
discussions. Lyons notes that the distinction between 
subjective and objective is sometimes difficult to mainta in 
(1977:797~798; and 1982) !I and Coates (1983) finds that 
analysis of English epistemic modal verbs must be described 
according to a gradience between sub j ect i ',l e and objecti ve 
modality~ some examples being difficult to slot in either 
category. I woul d ,3.rgue that al though it rna';..' be useful to tal k 
about objective and subjective modality in some contexts <where 
for instance a hearer can opt to understand the spea ker either 
as knowing something which indicates that the qualification of 
the 'it is so' component is based on some certain grounding, or 
merely as offering an opinion as to its validity) ~ in fact the 
distinction is only valid on such a pragmatic level. Out of 
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context~ the distinction cannot be made. It IS not one of 
meaning but of implication or inference from context. 
preempting the argument of later sections~ I would 
Without 
like to 
suggest at this stage that if epistemic modality concerns 
k nowledge~ it subsumes alethic modality (possibly/necessarily 
true) since judgments such as are termed alethic can only be 
made on the basis of the state of the speaker~s knowledge. 
Further discussion of the use of terms and the importance of 
a reassessment of their uses will continue throughout this 
study~ but the relationship of their current and original 
senses to a suggested definition of modality will be given in 
Chapter 5. 
1.4 Previous work 
There has been relatively little cross-linguistic study of 
modality to date due~ presumably~ to the combined problems of 
defining what belongs within a modal system in any language~ 
and the need to accommodate the notions which appear ln what is 
determined as a modal system in one language that do not 
appear in the modal system of another. (The German verb m6gen 
for example is considered syntactically modal in German~ but 
its meaning~ is not considered modal in English). 
One early study done by Steele (1975)~ compares modal forms 
found in Thai~ Kapampangan, LuiseNo and Classical Aztec with 
English modal verbs. The modal forms of the languages were 
determined as those forms which corresponded in meaning to the 
root and epistemic meanings of English modal verbs (although 
1 1 
can 1S considered only in its sense of permission~ not in its 
main root sense of ability). Steele is able to substantiate 
within 
( 1972) 
this cross-linguist ic sample a prediction made by Horn 
that the root and epistemic ':;enses of modals in 
languages would be related as those of English are. The 
relationship he argues for 1S between the pairs of notions 
~permission~ and ~possibility~ (may)~ ~weak obligation' and 
~probability' (should), and ~strong obligation~ and ~certainty' 
(must) • Steele finds that the notions of possibility and 
certainty (= logical necessity) are found in each language but 
the notion of probability may not be~ or may be subsumed by 
possibility. She also finds that where these notions are 
expressed by modals which also have a root meaning they are 
ambiguous in the predicted way, but that not all modals in 
these languages can have both senses. The modal systems in the 
languages studied by Steele contain verbs, particles and verb 
af f i >~ es. There is no correlation of form between modal notions 
across the languages. It is a notorious fact that the system 
of modality 1n English is neither contained by the set of modal 
verbs (e. g. adverbs, sentence particles~ 
constructions also belong to the system)~ 
of the modal verbs (cf. dare). 
nor 
other verbal 
contcdns all 
It 1S perhaps not surprising then that recent cross-
linguistic work 1n tense~ aspect and mood by Bybee (1985) which 
considers the expression of modality only in verbal inflections 
is unable to reach a satisfying definition of mood or modali ty. 
The notions which are covered by the working definition of 
mood are the well-known moods such as indicative~ i mperati v'e~ 
subjunctive etc., as well as epistemic modal notions (that is, 
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it excludes deontic or root modal notions). Her hypothesis is 
that ~markers of modalities that designate conditions on the 
agent of the sentence~ [i.e. root modal notions] will not often 
occur as inflections on verbs, while mar kers that designate the 
role the speaker wants the proposition t o play in the discourse 
wi 1 1 0 f ten oc c Llr as i n f 1 e c t i on s ~ ( P 1 66 ) . Bybee finds that her 
hypothesis is overwhelmingly supported by the data - markers of 
obligation!, permission and ability are extremel y rare in her 
sample; inflectional markers of mood and epistem ic modality 
numbered hundreds (p166). Her data suggest to her that there 
is a category ~mood~ which is separate from but is also an 
e:" pressi on of the conceptual domed n of modality. The 
definition given to this category is that of ~indicating the 
disc au r se f Lln c t i on of non - i n t er r 0 gat i ve c 1 aLl s es :0 ( p. 1 93) • This 
is not a semantic definition. This defin it ion confines mood to 
a functional role in a sentence. But if mood is a functional 
element, and yet is understood to be an expression of modality, 
what!' then, is modality? In her desc rip tion of the data it is 
of interest that the notions expressed by the mar kers of 
modality (i n contrast with mood) only cover the range of 
possibility and probability!' but not as may perhaps be 
e~{pected !' logical necessity (or as Bybee understands it, 
~confident inferral~ (p18D, see Coates 1983». (There is a 
brief discussion of evidentials but their occurrence in 
inflectional morphology is also rare.) In my own research too, 
there are numeroLls languages which mark possibility 
inflectionally, and very few which mark inference 
inflectionally. But epistemic modalit y js ~ommonly expressed 
in forms other than inflections (see chaps 2 and 6 of this 
study) . While it is important to understand why the notion of 
1 ~ .~ 
logical necessity lS not often encapsulated 1n i nf I ecti anal 
form it 1S clear that a definition of modality 15 not served by 
constraining the domain. Bybee~s efforts to capture the 
mean1ng of modality are frustrated by the problems of 
establishing characteristics which account for the 
delimit~tion 
--
of a semantic field to a grammatical category. 
These problems are endemic to the study of modalit y. Any 
investigation which is going to lead to greater definition of a 
conceptual domain must seek the exponents of that domain in all 
of its diverse forms. 
The only comprehensive cross-linguistic survey of all 
aspects of modality that has been done to date i s Palmer 1986. 
The work is targeted~ as would be expected~ to identif ying and 
describing a typological category of modality. It~s based on 
an assumption that a grammatical category similar to asp ect~ 
tense~ number!' gender!, etc. . can be recognised for modality. 
This assumption can be justified prima · facie, according to 
Pal mer (1 986: 1 ) !' by the evidence of a mood system in Lat in and 
modal verbs in English. The translational equivalence that 
e>{ i sts between the Latin subjuncti v e and the English modal 
verbs is support for the assumption. 
Palmer runs into difficulty!, as almost all writers on the 
topic of modality do, identifying the semantic characteristics 
of the grammatical category which he has °d t o .+:" d 1 en _1 . 1 e . It is 
important to establish these semantic characteristics for the 
identification of the category across languages (p3) as the 
grammatical realisation of the notion in different languages 
may have diverse forms. Palmer believes that ~the ultimate 
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definition of a typological category i s ~ . . . terms of 
meanlng . . . ( p3) • 
As a basis for his search~ he defines modalit y as ~the 
grammaticalisation of the speaker~s (sub ject i v e) attit udes and 
op i n i ons ~ (p 16) • This definition is not deliberately vague, it 
1S more resignedly so. In trying to establish the relevant 
area of meaning Palmer says: ~this is not easy in the case of 
modality. Ideas that have been put for ward include such 
notions as attitudes and opinions~ speech acts~ subjectivit y~ 
non-factivity!, non-assertion!, possibilit y and necessity~ (p4). 
The fairly lengthy introduction goes on to discuss each of 
these notions and its value to the st udy of modal it··~,l!, the 
relationship of mood to modality!, and the various grammat ical 
types which are found as realisations of modality in language. 
F'almer~s pr-esentation maintains the well-established 
distinction between Epistemic and Deont ic modality!, but navel 
to d i SCLtssi ons of 
1 
modality is his suggestion that the 
declarative and imperative sentences are the unmarked 
expressions of these modalities. Each modality is discussed 
separately. Epistemic is considered to apply to ~any modal 
system that indicates degree of commitment by the speaker to 
what he says:' (p51) and is i nterpr-eted as ~ showi ng the ·:;tatus 
of the speaker~s understanding or knowledge [ which ] c 1 e·ar I y 
includes both his own judgments and the k ind of warrant he has 
for what he says~ (ibid) • His discussion distinguishes 
judgments from evidentials (k inds of warrant)!' and e >~ em p 1 i f i (= S 
systems of each in various languages. There is also a section 
an discourse which argues that many discourse features in 
language have application to modality. 
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The section on deontic modalit y emphasises t h e d if f i c ulty of 
finding a definition for modalit y (i n general ) wh i ch p l ausibly 
encompasses the nations involved in bath (or all ) t y pes of 
modalit y . There IS actuall y no definition given ~ a lthough 
there is reference to a concern ~with action~ b y others a nd by 
the speaker hi msel f :0 (p96). Deontic modalit y IS said to s har e 
the feature of subjectivity with epistemic modalit y ( p96) ~ but 
the evidence for subjectivity is arguable in some cases o f n o n-
epistemic modalit y ~ and its presence in other cases is of 
varying degrees or types (p102). Palmer states 'it must b e 
admitted that the chief reason for t~eating them [epistemi c an d 
deontic modalit y ] as a single categor y lies in the fact t h a t in 
Engl i ":5h!! and many other languages~ the same farms (e . g. modal 
v er b s ) are used for the e >~ pre s s ion 0 f bot h ' ( P 96) • 
The rest of Palmer:Os book deals with the e x pression of 
modality in subordinate clauses~ disti n guishing t h e uses of the 
various traditional categories of mood ( " d " t " , In lca Ive~ SLlb -
junctive~ conditional, purposive) in d i fferent speech c on t exts~ 
in particular in the reporting of attit u des and opinions ( i . e. 
modal not ions) . A final brief chapter l ooks at the i nter a c tion 
of modality with other linguistic categories o f t e nse!, 
negation, person and nan-specificity. 
Palmer concludes by stating that his study could nat show 
that there IS a grammatical category which can be c alled 
modality but that :Oa somewhat fragmented picture emerges !! ~...,i th 
the main distinctions being those between Epistemic and Oeon t ic 
and!, within epistemic~ between Judgments and Ev iden tials=' 
(p224) . He suggests also that the l i n k s between epistem i c and 
deontic modality where they are found to be expressed by a 
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single form~ are strong enough to justify their treatment as a 
single category (ibid.). 
This study differs from Palmer~s work by focusing on the 
notions which appear to be constants In linguistic discussions 
of modality - possibility and necessity. It IS these notions 
which form the link between epistemic and deontic modality 
where modal forms are said to be ~ambiguous~. This survey 
presents examples of the linguistic expreSSIons of these 
notions, their relationships with other notions, and the links 
between them. It more precise definition of 
modality than one which refers to 'attitudes and opinions' In 
the hope that the semantic limits of modality may be better 
established. 
It 15 revealing that most of the work done by linguists 
modality has concentrated on English or has been undertaken by 
English speakers. Even so close a geneticall y related language 
as German has amongst the senses of its modal verbs certain 
epistemic (knowledge) senses which are realised in other lang-
uages by independent forms but which are not distinguished in 
English. For example sol len has as one of its senses a hearsay 
component ~be supposed to, be said to' which is lexicalised in 
English, but not regarded as modal; the present indicative of 
" . mussen In inferential sense differs from the subjuncti ve 
in implying that sensory evidence is available to the speaker 
( whereas the subjunctive is purely inferential based on know-
ledge). These senses are conflated in English must. German also 
has some non-epistemic senses of modal verbs which are 
unaccounted for in most linguistic discussions of modalit y. 
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The verb m~gen~ for instance~ has as one of its meanings ~to 
11' l·· c:-I·...... !' which indicates that states of emotion need to be 
included in considerations of root modality along with states 
of will. 
As has been mentioned ther~ are two notions which appear, 
from almost all of the literature!, fundamental to modality_ 
These notions are Possibility and Necessity. They are rarely 
defined~ as .~ 1 • most writers assume readers immediately grasp 
their meanings. Most often their grammatical realisations 
(usually modal verbs) are used to show how the meanings are 
e >~ pres s ed • The ~4Jord ;toossibilit\/;t i ':; a nominalisation • f of a 
notion ~4Jh i ch reflects the result of conjecture - an opinion 
based on little or no evidence. The ~4Jord ;t ne'CSC.l· t' .. /;t 
_..... - - .' ref ers to 
inference. It is a label given to the notion that a conclusion 
drawn from certain evidence is the one and only conclusion 
pas':;i b Ie whatever the speaker concludes to be 
occurring is necessarily so. 
It IS now a well established fact that, In lTlany languages!, 
forms which express Possibility and Necessity have alternat ive 
senses of permission and ability (Possibility) and obligation 
(Necessi tv) . With the insight that this is a cross-linguist i c 
phenomenon!, a great deal of recent literature on modalit y I n 
English explores the relationships of these notions in the 
search for a common meaning (see e.g. -r 'd 1GS"" Ireg1 go J. •. ' ''::'!I SIt'Jeetser 
1984, Perkins 1984). While it is often stated that many 
languages have these ambiguous forms!, it is rare to find 
e~~ amp 1 es In the literature. Most often just a 1 i st of 
languages is gIven. One of the original intentions of the 
present study as a cross-linguistic analysiS of modality was to 
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explore further the realisation of this ambiguit y . It was soon 
evident however, that Necessity in particular, but Possibilit y 
to some extent as well~ is expressed in combination with var-
ious senses other than the deontic or root meanings with which 
they are usually associated. This study~ then~ will include a 
presentation not only of forms said to be ambiguous between 
root and epistemic modality~ but also of other ways which 
languages have of expressing these notions. 
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rHHr.. e:'Tt:"F;' "lJO 
'-J i L....,. 1 ~ 
F'Or"'C T"'" I f I TV ,::) ·....J ... D _ I 
2.1 Introduction 
The following ·:;ec t i on '5 , " ... I , languages 
express Possibility. The sections are ordered according to 
syntactic realisations. Bound markers will be discussed first. 
The':;e ~"Ji 11 be divided into those ~4,)h i ch uniquely e~< press 
., ., . t pass lOll. 1 '/ ~ those in which epistemic and root meanlngs are 
combined ( . \ I • e. pos'5i bi 1 i tv and permission or ab i lit y) .~ and 
those in ~'Jh i eh other notions apart from the familiar root 
meanings are expressed as well as possibilit y . F 0 I 1 0 IfJ i n g t Ii i .:; ~ 
non-bound forms will be discussed. These can be verbal forms 
and constructions~ or particles. It will be seen that verbal 
forms can be inflected, but very often are found in impersonal 
form. Mod.al 
wi th fi Y1 ite 
verbs may collocate with infinitives or~clauses. 
The final section will deal with particles. Where data could be 
found ln grammars to illustrate the i nter-acti on of tense~ 
aspect and modality some discussion has been possible~ but on 
the whole the examples were insufficient to come to conclusions 
of a categorical nature. 
, .-
... ::;) relevant here to 
Tendencies only can be suggested. It 
as has been done Dften in the 
literature on tense~ that the future 15 conceptually different 
from the p .~.st ~ in particular In the sense that the past refers 
to what IS~ as Comrie says~ immutable, where the future does 
not. It should not be expected when dealing with a modal notion 
derived from conjecture that the tenses will neces':;ar i 1 '/ be 
treated in the same way. 
One furthe,.- point needs to be made conce,.-nlng the term 
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F'ossibi 1 it "'l. There + ",' p ,::l '-
- f -:::> of F' 0 '5 '5 i b iIi t \/ . One is 
reg ,3,rded epistemic and , ,-... :::> paraphrasable as =' it lS possible 
th3t X is / was/will be Y'. (In translation Enalish modal forms 
may~ might~ maybe and perhaps are used). Tho o+ho- ~c r~ll~d ''- __ 1 ..... _ . '-~ __ _ 
root possi bi 1 i t ''f' and 
possible for- X to V'. 
1 
could . It seems 
n ~""aol-.,...=.,- ~b 1 ~ b" =,; .j- I' c: i .• . ~,- i'''l' 1 1 r- -;:;\ I t i'. '-\::. ,;;\ .1. '- ~. .. t.. ...J i "r-"'''-::\:::; I ~ .... be 
This IS usuall y translated with can or 
to me that the types of Pos '5i bi 1 i t 'l 
rendered by these paraphrases are very different. In the first 
t\/p,::l ;r _ ~ characteri ':;ed by a 'that~ complement~ the notion of 
possibility remains ln present tense while the complement 
-1 ~,,-- m-" t_ ... C\ _\ "::;)J:: .::f. Y be placed In any temporal situation. The , , 1 n\/arl ance 
of the present tense is relevant for the subjective-objecti ve 
distinction. Subiective statements involve the sDeaker~s 
thoughts at the present moment. The oossibility which this 
paraphrase refers to IS a construct of the speaker's mind an 
abstract concept. The clause itself~ as a type of 
nominalisation~ can be seen as the referent of the dummy 
'5ub j ec t 'i t =' • In the second paraphrase the temporal context of 
the possibility changes according to the proposed action of the 
infinitival complement. In some way the possibility of the 
t " t' ,ac _ua ... 1 sa lon of the situation described in the complement is 
tied~ temporally~ to that complement. The verbal action being 
considered W i l' nn 1 ,,' 
... 1oo.L ...,. :' occur after the time that the possibility 
is apprehended to exist~ in the future relative to the 
time of the perception of the possibility. A better term for 
this type of possibility would be F'otential~ to indicate that 
the power to actualise whatever situation is described in the 
i n'fi ni ti '.Ie 1 i e:. the of the in 'finitival 
complement, but since some grammars have appropriated this term 
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for- forms which can be paraphrased by ~pos5ible that~ it ~o.J i 11 
not be Llsed In the fDllowing e ~< pas i t ion of F' D : ' sib iIi t '/ . 
I --t---1 1 : '::; '== .::f.'~ ~ where the distinction has to be made~ the paraphrases 
:'possible that~ and 'possible for~ or the terms 'epistemic~ 
I.Ji 11 b~ ! I'=,r->d 
.. ~ - _. - - . 
Bound t-orms 
2 It 2. 1 E ~< pre s sin q c· n '::: r- i b 1 1 l' t ., I 1 .... ___ ::;) ....... - :r Only 
It " t 1 t- ~ ' d 1 ' t-h ' ~l t ' _ I'sr:' unusua ,_0 tIn .angu2.ges WI .... an Int ec Ion \.-'Jh i ch 
uniquely signals possibility. 
FINNISH 
In inflection attaches directl y to 
the verb stem to express present or future possibility: 
( 1 ) 
F'as~, t 
jussi 
.J ohn 
:'John 
mennee 
go-F'OT 
ma'/ 
possi bi 1 i t':/ 
verb ~to be' and the past participle: 
1 i enen 
be-POT -l ':;;g 
=' I may ha \/e 
s2nllonut ... 
'SCi. 'il -F'ST . F'T 
. . . 
-F orm of 
P 'OCC1' blo th::.t 1"-• . -J..J '_ _ , I \.-1. 
the 
1 • e. ='possibility~ 15 colligated with ='be='~ not with the main 
\lel"'b. 
FORE ( Papuan - Scott 1978) 
( 3 ) l ·· =-n! =- -5- './ -= / -0 I " ~\ '-\ \:=J r - , ' ( ! ., "'n as l' '. / 0 / I.· "'n - -1' '.· n ) j ... .;;\ -- 1 '- J r·, . .;;\ d,:::) / _ I 
com e - DUB I T - he - I 1'·1 DIe / - I 1\.1 T E F: F: 0 G 
~ He iTJ-3.\/ cCJCTIe=' 
This inflection lS used when an action IS intended but the~e is 
much doubt that it may be pe~fo~med. SCJme sDea k e~s will 
accept indicative ma~king with dubitative inflection and 
-:5titute 1· n +- P"-"" or.·'" t l' \!P __ II ~=:\_ '1'_ -0 (p66-"7 ; \ , I • The 
r-elatiCJnsnip inte~roqative mar k Ing 
, 
'- ' 
ur;ce~tai nt·y- 1 S d i -:5cus ':;ed in section 
F'AAMESE .( Au.str on 8=.i an - Cr-owl ey 1982 ) 
Thp I _ ~ 1-01-;-1:-p 0 '- ._ n '._ ... d ... . 4=1 -j- ' 1 n , ec _Ion 
.' .. --1- ' ,., 1 nd 1 L.-:.i ·_ J. n \::.< that a non-real 
in F'a.3me·:;e 
~elevance 
,. n 1 ,-C ) • 
, t-' ~ ,_1,_' , • 
( .. :.'}. ) s :§k nakur-i (saake na+kuri+e) 
shar k 3sgPOT-take-3sg 
a sha~k might get him;O 
LADAKHI (Sino-Tibetan - Koshal 1979) 
of 
not 
s u b-
the 
CJf 
as 
L =-d~'~hi ~l~- 1-1'Jn l· n4=l~r~l· on=:.l I&I~ '.~.' ~ ~f p_~prp_~~ ... ' ,rln ',n. n~~l· b' ... · ... ' 1' +_ ,.· , . '-\ = t·. ,_ I, _.::;) '-.....oJ • • __ '_ , '-\ V'"" '-\ T _...J • • - - -::1 ___ - r 
One 1-:5 with the form -do which refers to the li kelihood o f 
• 
something being SO~ the other -thig yet/saa indicates that 
there is some doubt in the speake~~s mind about the event. -do 
. 
.<:J. 
is added to future fo~ms of \/erbs. The futu~e ma~ k e~ -yin , 
implies definite future. When -do IS added the future is not 
so definite . ·...,0'""' ..... ( p ., .' - '. ) • 
• .. """'- "_l " 
(5 ) kho rgun-l~ Le-~ lok-sta yOO-Din-~o 
he winte~-DAT Leh-DAT return-PERF cCJCTIe-FUT-INDF 
'He may come back to Leh in winter~ 
-de can be added directly to v erb stems to indicate a future 
~Jh i ch there 15 doubt~ although this construction IS 
less common ( p203 ) : 
kh o 
he 
tho~ra 
tomorro~'J 
"'lon-do 
" ,J , 
- - (T"tC- I r.,ICIF F' IT 1_ ,_ 111 ,,- 1'.. . . '_ • 
~He ma y come tomorrow~ 
The Dther --/ erbal i n t- , cc -+- i on 4 1 .&.'- ' __ ' '!' -thig+yot/SOIJ~ 1S used to 
the spea ker may not be remembering an e vent 
correctl y (because it IS so long past or because his knowledge 
CJf it 1 -::;- O n 1 ... l r . .., ~- t i =l 1 ... ,1 i-' .=:\ I_.&. '- ..... or \/ ague ) ~ to indicate -:3_ guess on the 
speaker~s part OWIng to the ~yidence being unclear (p 213-4 ). 
( 7 ) k ho-e Qe k a-ne OE-ne k h y er-thig-y ot 
he-ERG me from money ta k e-App.B. Inf. 
~He might have ta k en money from me~ (p ""l c ) 
.. ..:.. '- ' 
(8 ) k ho i-kh"l]-pe na!]-!]a duk-thi k-sol] 
he this-hoLlse-GEN into-DAT stay -App.B. Inf. 
'He might have li v ed in this housS~ (p 214 ) 
I~l though -thig and -~o both impl y some doubt~ -do forms 
favour the realisation of the event / state (p 202) ~ ~'Jhile -thig 
are either neutral at 1 ea-:;:-t l ess certain of 
somethinq's being so. 
LHOMI (Sino-Tibetan - Vesalainen 1980) 
In Lhomi~ +h,Q '-I'f-'; " -To indl-r-toc: '_ I __ =- _\ i .:. , ' \ ..... I _.:;I. ____ ..J' (p80) : 
(<=;' ) k ara ~hi k CJ hin-To 
blac ksmith this be-To 
~Perhaps this man is the blacksmith~ 
( 10) IJ i k - l-- i 
". I " . I.-hi mci q j , . I J.. • 1 litq '-l a-To .~ , . 
us-GEN nei ghbou~- come F'ST-To 
, Our neighbour may have come~ 
The P-:3.st tense mar ker 1 S C l .oser to the v erb th-:3.n the 
possibility marker. 
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IMBABURA (Quechua - Cole 1?85) 
5 
Imbabu~a has a clitic / -cha Lt nee r t a i n t y : 
( 1 1 ) ~uzl-ka kitu-man 
Jos~-TOP Quito-to 
ch .3 y a-sh ka-cha 
a~rive-PEPF-DOUBT 
~ ', .... ' P_ .. - h ,-'" P '=. 1 n c:: e/ h.::. .- '" I'"" 1'""; ." p d ; '""' aLl ; 1- 0 ~ I "  _ 0..; _ -' ,_, ~ .:;>, , , ... ... _ _ , , • ... '
Though this example shows -ch~ as a suffi x on a v erb* 
( r,1;"'4 ) ' ~ ... '-' . 
-fact an independent capable of attaching to an y 
element In the sentence (0163 ) . It play s a ~ole at the 
di ':;course cr speech act level ( p164 ) and pr--esLlmabl y ~ because of 
its movability ~ can emphasise the con j ectural natur--e of an y one 
particular element In .:3. sentencea In this .:::l"=.mplc 
-,' .. -- -!' '" -cha , .-... ;;:) 
from the ver--b stem than the perfect aspect mar ker. 
There ftJer e no ,::l ~ . " .'::'lm pip -::. .:::. \ ' .:::. l' 1 a b 1 .:I - ., ... , ... - - ._, .. "-0, '- '- shOftJi ng the r--elationship o f 
-ch~ with tense~ but one might assume because of its abilit y to 
C h ooc.e ' ... '1_-. c. h o-=.t .:::.n d pli""O - L' m - b 1 . I +- he l' r "'b; 1 ~ t, I o..c. 
- . -' - '-\ . ' ;;:..'~ , • " d " '- '- , i .::\ .......!. - l \ tense to do so~ 
that tense would be closer to the ver--b than the clitic. 
JACALTEC ( Mayan - Craig, 1977) 
Jacaltec has a sentence-second clitic, -m(i), wh i c h 
can indicate strong possibilit y or probabilit y (p84): 
( 12) 
( 13) 
h · h " , c l-m-~ aW-l~-a ' 
ASP-maybe-3 2-see-FUT 
~Maybe YOLl will see him 
>~ mc..-m-to nc..j ba ,;/ 
naj 
CL/him 
in t h e 
t ;.~ 0 Mba 1 tin an 
mar k et toda'y' 
mar ket today ~ (p85 ) 
v -rl.- { 'J ) -.:::.1 a 1" OjJ \ J ' '-' '-
ASP-ma y be-go 
~He may hav e 
CL/he ~~Jhere 
gone where he 
/ .. ·.CCl _ -:: _ ~ _.- .::. ' r 
r-t ,,-I , ._ 1 0_ ' ~ ._" y 
':;a i d ~ ( p84 ) 
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"":I '~ '~ 
~. ~ . ...:.. Expressing abilit y and/or permission as well as 
possibilit y 
Only one language was found 1n the languages examined for 
t his stu d yin w hie h a b iIi t'l caul d bee ~< pre s '::; e d b v the sam e v e r b 
suffix which signalled epistemic possibility. The language is 
TURKISH (Altaic - Lewis~ 1967): 
( 14 ) 
( 15) 
lJ.Jhen 
gel-ebil-ir-im 
come-POT-AOR-isg 
='I can come=' 
gel-miy-ebil-ir-im 
came-NEG-POT-AOR-1sg 
=' I may not come=' 
this suffix 1S used epistemicall y~ 
(pi51) 
( lC:;~l 
.. p .--'~ .1 
it follows an y non-
ep i '::;temi c modal suffixes such as -emi ='be unable=' 
( 16) gel-emiy-ebil-ir-im 
come-be unable-POT-AOR-lsg 
='I may be unable to come=' {plC:;~' 
.. '--" ..... I 
Tense and aspect follow the ='potential='~ cf. e >~ amo 1 es above 
and: 
( 17) dayani~tiril-amiy-abil-ecek miymi~iz { 1r='7 , ', P ...J '~" 
-unable-POT-FUT Q-INFER~3sg 
=' Is it said that we may not be able to practise mutual 
aid?=' 
In the sample of 50 languages st u died by Bybee for inflect-
ional markers of mood (the sample excludes Turkish )~ she found 
no e>~amp 1 es of bound mar kers of ab iIi t y !' and only one language 
with a marker ~".Jas used f (Jr both permi '::;si on and 
possibility!' Mal ayal am _ ( 1 985: 168) • The form mentioned for 
Malayalam is -aam!, which derives from the future tense of the 
6 
vel.-b ;t to became=' (p 167) • 
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Malavalam IS related to TAMIL (Dravidian - Asher~ In 
wh i ch there 1 S a S Ll f f i >~ ~ -laam~ IrJ h i ChI SUS e d for both 
permission and possibility: 
( 18 ) 
( 19) 
na.anum 
I-also 
poo ka-l aa.m-aa 
I~O. I NF-F'EF~M- I. F'. 
='May I go too?=' 
ganeecan Ippa mannaarkuti yi le irukka-laam 
( p 1 70) 
Ganesan now Manna~gLldi-Loc be INFIN-laam 
='Ganesan ma y be In Mannargudi now=' (p171) 
WEST GREENLANDIC (Eskimo - Fortescue~ 1984) 
West Greenlandic has a derivational suffi x -sinnaa which can 
indicate ability~ permissian~ or root possibility. 
F' 0 S sib iIi t Y 
(20) an-niru-lir-sin-niqar-sinnaa-suri-
be big-more-begin-CAUSE-PASS- can-thin k that 
nngik-kaluar-pakka ... 
not - but ... -lsg/3sg INDIC ( ":'"lc::") .. p . ..,;, --'. 
='r don~t think they can be made an y bigger~ but ... =' 
('I don='t think it is possible for anyone to make 
them ... =' ) 
Permission 
Ability 
(22) 
'""I '""I ":'" 
..;;. . ..::. .. .:. 
ilaa-sinnaa-vunga 
come-can-lsg INCIC 
='May I come along?=' 
timmi-sinnaa-vuq 
fly-can-3sg INDIC 
='It can fl y=' 
Other notions 
( -.. .... , p . .:;, . .:;. } 
In Australian languages a Nonpast Irrealis marker on a verb 
~7 
..... I 
may indicate that an event / state IS thought to be possible e.g. 
MANGARAYI ( Merlan~ 1 0 8'"" , ..... , 
(23) wuray a-~a-Oaa7+ma 
later IRR-isg/3sg-as k 
~Later I~ll!I might ask him~ 
NGIYAMBAA (Dona1dson~ 1980) 
(24) yuru,]-gu 
r a in -EF:G 
~It might 
Qidja-l-aga 
rain-CM-IRR 
t- ai n ~ 
<p146) 
(p161) 
In Ngiyambaa the irrea1is inflection IS used also to indicate 
a general probability {o n 
.. "- • "::j. ~snakes (are likely to) bite~)~ as 
well as an .admonition (e.g. ~you mu·:;tn='t look=') (p .161). 
~ ,.., 4 ~ . ..;.. Summary: Bound markers of possibility. 
Bybee , 10 8=) \ , . ..J , found no language with more than one 
i nf 1 ecti onal epistemic mood marker. If the Ladakhi 
examples in section 2.1.1 are interpreted correctly though~ at 
1 east one language would appear to have at least 
inflectional markers of possibility~ or one of possibility and 
one of probability. 
Tense marking with inflections in the examples is variable. 
In TLli"'kish~ the future marker is further from the verb stem 
than the possibility marker~ ,,/et in Ladakhi ~ if -yin is to be 
taken as the future marker~ it is closer to the v erb than the 
inflection -do~ 
• 
which adds the uncertainty to the future. In 
Finnish the verb stem is marked for past and the possibility 
inflection 1S separated from it by being suffixed to the 
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au >~ i 1 i ar y v erb. I I h " +-n '- om l "_oo~ the past tense mar ker I S clos e r 
to the v erb than the possibilit y mar ker. By bee ( 1?85: 184 ) 
states that fi v e out of the si x languages in her s amp l e which 
e:< e in p 1 i f y an interaction of tense and ep i stemic mood~ sho~..., 
tense closer to the v erb stem than the epistem i c i n f l ec tion. 
Unfort u natel y she gives e x amples of onl y two of these 
languages~ one of which shows future tense~ the other bot h past 
and future tenses. My study reveals four out of fi v e e xamples 
with past or future tense closer to t h e v erb stem t h a n th e 
epistemic inflection. in both studies there a re too 
few examples of each tense to be able to draw re liable 
conclusions. As alread y mentioned~ ' possibilit y~ 1 S l ik e l y to 
react differentl y with future tense than with past. A n o tion 
of non-actuality connects future with possib i lit y ~ v-Jh il e the 
notion of actualit y which underlies past ma y tend to keep the 
possibilit'/ more distant from the v erbal + " a C _lon. 
It seems important to point out that in the lang u ages examined 
for this stud y there were no examples of a f orma l ident ity o f 
inflections for possibilit y and future tense althou g h in all of 
the languages except Lhomi~ the possibil i t y mar ker a p peared 
capable of impl y ing the possibility of a f uturS e v en t In the 
same way in which English may does. By bee commen t s th a t out of 
the twel v e languages which "5he found to mar k ep istemi c 
modalit y C='possibility/ probabilit y ' > , f our con vey a s e n se of 
future as well. Two of the four mar kers she men tion s are 
called 'potential'~ one of which denotes 'probab i 1 i t'/ ' ; one 
marks future tense and possibilit y~ and the last refers to 
'uncertain f uture ~ and is '~l ossed as ~ probable ~ . As ~ as 
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter~ there are two t y pes 
of pos "5ibility~ one of which is paraphrased as 'po"5sible 
and is most often translated by ~can~ or ~could~. This 
form~ Potential~ is intimately related to the future in a way 
in which the other t yp e of possibilit y is not. At least two of 
Bybee~s four inflections conveying future may involve Potential 
rather than Possibilit y and I think o +-1 '- likely that any 
inflection which does have a formal identity with the future 
equate with a ~possible for:' r-eading for- its 
possibility sense rather- than a ~possible that~ one. Not e that 
apart from West Greenlandic~ which exemplified a derivational 
rather than an inflectional affix~ all of the inflections could 
be paraphrased as ~ It is possible that rather than ~It is 
possible for X to y~. The West Gr-eenlandic suffix -sinnaa has 
the same senses which the modal verb can has ln English~ which 
can only be paraphrased by ~possible for'. 
~ ~ 
...:... 0_' Non-Bound Farms 
2.3. 1 '-..)erbs 
,....,-:0-11 k •. ~I. • Au~o{ iIi ary ~jerbs 
2.3.1.1.1 Expressing ability and/or permission as well as 
possibility. 
TAMIL (Dravidian - Asher~ 1982) 
Apart from an af f i ! .~ !' -laam, previously mentioned~ that 
signals both permission and possibility ln Tamil~ there are two 
ather forms~ both verbs~ which are used for possibility. One 
is also the marker of ability - mu~iyum; the other is kuutum~ 
the positive form corresponding to the form for negative 
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. . permlSS10n: 
Mutiyum: 
. 
(25) 
(26) 
ennaale 
I - II'··JSTR 
dinantoorum 
daily 
kaal e~li Ie 
morning-LOC 
mail 
mile 
duuram natakka lTIutivum , . .. 
distance walk-INFIN abil 
naalu 
four 
~r can walk four miles every morning~ ( p 169) 
ganeecan 
Ganesan 
m ~ n r ' '" - ".. t •• Llt- l' \,/ l' 1 p 
'-. t ~ ct I " " -: I ..._ irukka mutivum 
, ' 
Mannar l~Lld i -LOC be- I ~·~F I N F'OSS 
~Ganesan may be in Mannargudi now~ ( pl?l) 
Both the modal auxiliary and the ma1n v erb can be marked for 
aspect and the modal also for tense: 
(27) 
~:::uutum : 
• 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
It 
nii avane paattirukka mutincirukkaatu 
. 
you he-ACe see-PERF-INFIN 
~You couldn~t have seen him~ 
abil-PERF-FUT-NEG 
(p172) 
avan peeca kuutaatu 
he speak-INFIN 08LIG-NEG 
~ He may not speak ~ (not all o~'Jed) (p 1 70) 
ni i pooka kuu1;aatu ( p 168) 
you go-INFIN DELIS-NEG 
'You must not go~ (You have an obligation not to go) 
I~aneecan 
Ganesan 
;0 Ganesa.n 
ippa 
now 
may be 
mannaarkutiyile 
. 
Mannargudi-LOC 
in Mannargudi now~ 
irukka 
be-I~·JFIN 
kuutum 
. 
F'OSS 
(pi?l) 
is the negative form of mu~iyum (i.e . ;tnot able' ) which 
1S used for negative inference: 
(31) n1l avane paattirukka 
you he-ACC see-PERF 
'You can~t have seen him~ 
(and ex (27) above). 
lTIutivaatu 
. . 
ab il -NEG 
( 1"7"') '\ p ,. ~ .. 
~1 ,_, 
2 
In GEPMAN ~ lik e Engli5h~ the auxiliar y v erb which IS used 
for both abilit y a n d . . perm1ss10n" konnen" can also mark 
possibilit y (Lohnes and Strothmann 1967:377): 
( 32 ) 
( 34) 
Es k8nnte Erich 
i t ean-SU8J'v'. Er i c 
~ It might ha v e been 
leh kann schwimmen 
;t I can S~4.Ji m' 
Du kannst hingehen 
~You may go there=' 
ge~4.Jesen ::;·e1 n 
be-PERF.PT. be.I NFIN 
Eric:- ( --'-' ) P· .. .. , .. ' _ ', I 
The verb which 1S cognate with English may~ .. mogen~ can imp ly a 
possibility biased towards the affirmat ive: 
( 35) Eineinhalb Jahre alt mag 
one-half y ear old ma y 
~ I was probabl y ( possibl y) 
ich 
I 
a y ear 
9 e~·Je·=· en 5e 1 n 
lIa. \/ e been be 
and a h alf old =' <p380) 
Magen has glven German mag seln" ;tmaybe ~ as may h as done in 
English. As a full v erb now" i ts deont i e sense i s 
1 1 . I 1 
. 1 1"::e · . 
The v erb d~rfen ~ which 1S used for formal permi ·5 ::;.i on 
German~ convey s a sense of greater li kel i hood t h an e ither 
kcinnen or m6gen (p378): 
(36 ) Erika durfte jetzt sc h on 1 n Fran kfu r t 
Erica may -SUBJV now alread y In Frankfu r t 
.. E . 
• 1 .... 1 ca is probabl y alread y in Fran kf u rt' 
GREEK (Newton~ 1979) 
Modern 
s e ln 
be- I NF~,I 
In ~ Greek the verb bora can i n dicate ab i lit y " p er mi s ':;i on" or 
possibilit'y" . It takes a clausal complement" and bot h bora and 
the verb In the complement have the same person and number: 
( 37 ) barun 
ma y-3pl 
7 
na f i'( un 
=' They ma'y" 
na leave-3pl 
leav e~ ! ~They can leav e~ ( p 149 ) 
Th is -5entence ~ out of conte>~ t ~ IS ambiguous between 
possibility of their leaving~ permission to leave~ and 
ability to leave. The use of the 3rd 
can disambiguate the sentence (p149): 
(38) bar i na f i a un 
mav-3sq na leave-3pl 
, -
='Tlley may lea \/e~ (:>It:> -::; pos-::;ible that 
form~ 
~ ) 
the 
their 
bari ~ 
This sentence can onl y hav e an epistemic reading because the 
verb of the complement has a different person and number f rom 
bori. That in l:3reek ~ the third singular of the v erb bora 
tr -~nsl ates :> i t is possible that while an y form may 
translate ~it 1S possible for ... to ... '. 
FINNISH 
Like Tamil~ Finnish too has two forms other than its 
potential a+ f l ;'~ to mark possibilit --;/~ and again both are 
auxiliary verbs with alternative meanings of pe~mission (saada) 
and ab iIi t ';/ (vai) . Saada marks epistemic pO-3si bi 1 i t y ; 
expresses root possibility: 
Saada 
(39) 
(40) 
jussi 
John 
'John 
jussi 
John 
saa tulIa 
may come INFIN 
may ( is allowed to ) come ~ 
saattaa 
:r - - - I MF,rF''''''' IIc1.Y- . c:. ,;:). 
tulIa 
come-INFIN 
'.John may come' ('It' -::; possible that ... =') 
voi 
8 
(It is an impersonal form which is here used for possibil ity . ) 
Voi 
(41 ) . I , .- ,-1· J _ I =-::;) 
Johr! 
v oi 
can 
nostaa ... 
lift-INFIN 
~John can lift . .. ' 
Voi IS used for oh ' 'C1' cal "'b i 1; 1- , . I Y' -J _J. . .=\ - ..... -l. F' a r all e 1 ~-J i t h T . 1 , amI ~ it 1 s 
this form~ the form which signals ability~ which IS used for 
negat i .... /e 
(42) 
inference: 
se olla jUSSl 
NEG that can be-INFIN John 
~That can~t be John' 
A8KHAZ (Caucasian - Hewitt~ 1979) 
In Abkhaz possibility can be signalled with the 3rd singular 
of the verb ~-l-~a-ra~ ~can', with a dummy (non-human ) subject 
in place of the affix which cross-references the subject of the 
verb. It is accompanied by an inflected \/erb marked for 
conditional, or masdar marked for possessi v e ( a masdar IS a 
\ :,:::::a,,-b - 1 
." _, do noun used In most cases ln the same way infinitives tend 
to be used in other languages) (p197): 
(4~) 
" ._1" s-ca-r l s-ca-r~ (¢-)~-l-~o-yt~ 
I-go-CONDIT/my-go-MASD (it-)it-PREV-bepossible-FIN 
~There is a possib1iity that I shall/may go~ 
When it is a matter of physical ability or of the subject's 
not being prevented from undertakinq action due to physical 
constraints~ this verb takes a masdar and an oblique subject: 
(44) , a-q~a-c'a-ra 
i t s-F'REt..)-d o-MASD 
~ I can do it.=' 
" ( r/J-) Sa -1 -~o- 'lt:-
(it-)to me-PREV-be possible-FIN 
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2.3.1.1.2 Other I\lot ions 
The use" In German~ of a verb (m6gen) meaning ~to li k e~ was 
mentioned 1,1 above. In Abkhaz there are two other 
verbal mea n '5 0 f rep res e n tin gpO~.·5 i b iIi t ",1 • One uses the v erb 
~to happen~ '\ .. 1 a-q'a- a-ra ~'.Ji th ~ condi ti on .31 ~ mDod 1n the 
complement clause and either future or present tense on the 
modal 'v'erb (Hewitt 1 07Q. i q7) • / 1' .. .. ' • 
(45) 
Another 
d ' .. - 3-0'·' . ':1--:0 a+r 
..... : "' W _'-
he-it-read-CONDIT(=~if~) 
~He may be reading~ 
' r+. ,.. 1" .. I { . , .. ,..... + .. \'-;J-}q ' a- .... a-p · / ,i/J-,Iq ' a- ... o-y_ · 
(it-)PREV-happen-FUT.FIN./ 
(it-)PREV-happen-PRES.FIN. 
uses the verb a-w-r~ ~to do~make~ ~'.Ji th what thought 
to be a dummy subject~ a- · (also used 1n weather e~< pressi ons) 
(p49) : 
(46) 
. 1 Sl gn·3 ... 
... to 
a-gaz~t d-~-px~o-za+r (¢-)a-[w-]w~-yt~ 
the-paper he-i t-read-i f (i t-) it ?-make-DYN. -FI N. 
~ It is possible that he is reading the paper~ 
Abkhaz then~ the verbs ~-q~a-la-ra ~happen~ and 
, 
, 
a-w-ra 
as well as the impersonal form of a-l-~a-ra ~can'~ 
'it is possible that 
. . . is translated 
~ 
. .. ~ whereas 'it is possible 
" bv the normal use of a-l-sa-ra 
. ~ 
for 
'can~ 
(with a dative subject). 
In HMONG (Tibeto-Burman - Jarkey~ Ph.D. 1 n progl'-ess) 
irrealis auxiliary can translate as possibility: 
(47) tus qav mob mob n~'.Js t~4Jb yuav tuag 
eLF frog hurt 3sg certainly IRF:EAL die 
tab-sis nws tseem hais taus Ius thiab 
but ":"_g . ":I·~ still speak able ~'.Jord SFF' 
~The frog was hurt terribly (so that) he really 
might have died~ but he could still speak~ 
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the 
In MOI<ILESE (Mi crone'5i an H . - ,ar1"" 1 san ~ 1976 ) the ~ pre-
pr-edicate:< nen e:< presses an e:< p e c tat ion CJr a prediction 
( p 1 77) : 
(48) ngoah nen p ~'\j iIi koa~&Joa ~ a dapl;'Ja 
I nen go ~:.Ji th you~ but per-haps 
ngoah nen pel jehpwili 
I nen agaIn not go with 
'I might go with you~ but maybe I might not' ( p 187) 
A ~pr-e-predicate:< must occur first after the subject l:1f a 
sentence. Pre-predicates differ from auxiliaries and pre-verbs 
~:.Ji th regard to their fixed first position 1 r: the predicate 
( ~/") PoLIO , • Although not considered In the same light~ 
first-after-subject position IS reminiscent of the 
~ hp t- l' '." od 
'- - ,,~ ""-
i n\/ ·3r i ant 
sentence-second position of the possibilit y mar ker In Jac3ltec 
( e >~ .:; ( 1 2 ) and (1 3) ) • 
Summary: Auxiliary Verbs 
In the e>~ amp 1 es in this section it can be seen that the 
='possible that' reading of modal , .. . , .; . au,·, 1 ... J. a r 1 e s tends to be 
e>~ pressed b~./ third person singular or impersonal forms. In 
Greek ~ Finnish and Abkhaz impersonal So - - +-h lorm';::j 0+ \.. ,e modal v erbs 
have only epistemic readings ('possible that') while the fully 
inflected verb expresses root meanings (permission~ abilit y or 
~possible for='). A traditional explanation in the qenerat ive-
transformati cJnal model would be that the sentence~ minus the 
modal element!! is the ='subject=' of the modal verb~ which would 
therefore require the impersonal~ or 3rd singular form. But 
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another explanation for this phenomenon may be that there IS a 
tendency for speakers to recognIse that possibilit y cannot be 
predi c ,3ted of an agent (un less it the Ineffable ) ~ and 
consequently to defocus the connection between the grammatical 
'-lIb.; ;::1,- + ~- -' --- of the sentence and the verbal complex cf modal + 
complement the use of the unmarked form of the ",·'erb. 
Shibatani ( 1985) emphasises the agent-defocusing nature of the 
passi Vi~ construction and concomitant 1:00i cal i ::;,ati on CJr 
promotion to subject of an experiencer. He relates the notion 
of agent-defocusing rather .... ont'"'t i \' 01'-' '-'- \::\ .... '-1 .... f and \/1 a (1 ac k of) 
spontaneit '·y'~ to potential and impotential (1985:839). However!' 
the examples of impersonal verb forms In the data above do not 
represent potential but ·3n concept - Pi-'C::<:: -; hI' 1 I' t Y ....... -J ____ . "'" _ • 
This seems to be a much more 1 I, l.' 0 1 '.; to, '- ., candidate for a 
disconnection of agent from act than that of potential. 
Impersonal verb forms can also have 'possible for~ ':;enses 
though~ as the following section exemplifies. 
2.3.1.2 Imper '::;onal verbs 
, 
I:3UAPAN I ( ""'1 tp ; \ I _ . .~ - Gregores and Suarez~ 1967) 
I ,-.1 colloquial - ~ buaran1 an impersonal verb 
/ i-katu ~ i t 
possible~ occurs as a member of a subset of quality v erbs 
I e 
-' 
such 
as 'be big'~ ~be red' ~ which can occur as attributes to nouns. 
" (The other members of the subset are hi-7~ likely~ 
be lrJan t ed' d · / an l-guto 'is plea':;ant' ~ which like i-kat~ onlv , 
/ 
i-PQr~ all right~ . NDte the 3rd person~ . ' . , c: ....... in and occur 
subjective nature of this group of verbs.) The subject of the 
v erbs of this subset can onl y be a clause. i-katG IS used for 
pes -::;i bi 1 i t ·y' -3nd . -perml '::;Sl on ( p 138) : 
/ ( 49) i - k atu '/ a-ha 
i tis pos ·::; lrJe-(;lo 
~ It is possible for us to go~ (p 1 72) 
(50) i-katG pik~ a-s~ ko k a.ar~ 
it is pass Q I-go out this afternoon 
~May I go out this afternoon?~ ( p 1 77 ) 
PERSIAN ( Lambton~ 1967) 
One of the W2,/S which F'ersi an ha=. to exoress possibility is , , 
9 
with the impersonal form of the verb ~Qdan ~become~ / ~hap p en~ 
follovJed b ' , )i inflected =.ub j un c t i \/12' for-m and, 
opt i anall 'Y', the conjunction ke or- if there IS no 
subject~ by an infinitive: 
(5t) mi -~a\lad 
PRES-became/happen.3sg 
~It is possible for me 
beravam 
go-1 ·59. SUB.J\/ 
(53) 
b i t-. • , t I • 3sg 
r-aft 
to go 
~It is possible to go~ 
to 
ne-mi-~ad (ke) 
NEG-IMPF-b. /h .. 3sg.PST ( that ) 
~ ("!Je c au 1 d n ~ t see Ali ( 1 it. i t 
that we see Ali ) ~ 
ANCIENT GREEK (Holland~ 1982) 
a.ll -ra bebinim 
Ali-ACC see-lpl.SUBJV 
was not possible 
In Ancient Greek the 3rd singular- of the v erb ~to be~ 
signalled possibility with both accusative + i Ilf i ni ti ·-·/ e and 
dative + infinitive constructions: 
r 
dati \/e . 
( 54 ) 
accus. 
( 55 ) 
/ 
ophra hoi ! -e12 . "-lOllS khr£esthai 
SO that he-OAT would be-3sg arrows-ACC to anoint 
/ 
khal kereas 
bronze fitted ACC 
~so that it would be possible for him to anoint 
the bronze fitted arrows~ ( 0 d 'y'S s e y 1. 2 oS 1 - 2 6 2 ) ( p 1 oS 7 ) 
[...- / / - ,/ t · ,/ 
i lemea'3 9 ~ ou pas es· 1 meth i emenai 
us-ACe PTC-N~G at all be-3sq to desist 
I / . po emOlO 
battle-GEN 
~ It is not possible at all for us to desist 
f rom batt 1 e ~ ( IIi ad 13. 114) ( i"'lC;q~ .. ,.... ___ I I 
HITTITE (Holland, 1982) 
The impersonal form of ~become~ with dati v e and 
construction was used with this sense In Hittite: 
( C" .' " 
. "";0, -UL para 
-nd I~~ ~ DHAT ~IE~ ~.In-~._h d. - I J. III I'~ I.:;) ..... 1 
i '/ ann i '/ a u ~~J a n z i 
to 90 
-IlL 
'-' 
NEG 
ki~ari OL-ma-~~i EGIRpa ti y auwanzi 
become3sg NEG-but-himDAT back to step 
~It is not possible for him to go further~ 
it is not possible for him to step bac k ~ 
CKU8 V11 i 53 IV 18-20) 
infiniti ·· .. ' e 
ki~ari 
become3sg 
( p161 ) 
In Ancient Greek and Hittite~ the ~subject~ is In an obliq ue 
case. Oblique subjects occurred also ln Tamil (i nstrumental 
ca-:.:;;e~ see e~< ( 25) ) and Abkhaz 
C .:;1. ses v-J i t h \/erbs of ability. 
(dati \/e~ 
I n -, 1 .=t J. _ of 
Q '." 1' 4' / 1. ', I 
"-I' \ "'1 ,', !"I In 
these 
constructions e xp ressed root~ not epistemic~ possibilit y . 
2.3.1.2.1 Summar'/ : Impersonal '-.1erbs 
There does not seem to be a difference In either 
both 
the 
the 
semantics of the ve~b (Pe~sian ~odan ~happen~ become =' ~ Atkhaz 
\ ~ 1 a-q' a- a-r-a ~ h ~ . iappen ' ~ Hittite ki~ar-i ='become=') O~ the 
Hittite~ Finnish and Abkhaz take 1· n ~ ; n ; i- ; " a .-" ... - . ... '¥'- :;:)~ 
Guaranl and Mod. Gk. both have clausal complements~ Persian can 
have a clausal or infinitival complement) which can account for 
the preference for root over epistemic possibility In these 
impersonal constructions. It does seem relevant to point out 
J..h +- 1 1 ' H · t.l.. · t ' .. a,- severa ... anguages \ .1 1_1 e~ Anc. (7,r pp I:. \oJ __ t . ~ Abkhaz and Tamil) 
have oblique subjects only in ='possible for=' readings~ and that 
oblique subjects do not occur where ~possible that=' readings 
a~e e,-.'i dent. (English too~ lo b \/ ; nile 1 \/ 
., ... --' - \ -J ,'f ~ has an oblique refe~ent 
for the subject of the complement of ~it is possible for ... ='.) 
In.::\ smuc h as there may be a concept of possibilit y independent 
of art 2.gent it 1:· rea=.(Jn .~ble that the ···/erb '5houl d have 
i mpersona.l However in the c ·::\se of constructions 
tr-"'n-] -J..::\bl-.• '_ -·4 I ~ . "':\ • ..J. 1.0.. ,_ ._ ._ b'\:l paraphrasable with =' pos ·::.i b 1 e for=' the 
00 '5si b iIi t·..,./ 
, . has .::\ chance of being annulled b 'Y' the actor 
. +- d'+-I-C. 0 nne c ,_ e ~.Jl __ I I the action - +- h o-t ._ e maIn verb~ ;:.houl d th2,t actor 
':;;ee fit to .:':l.ct. It .l..h ~ b 1 -'hl may 1_. ere lore e p aU=·l..., .~ e i-r spp i-h;c: i-vpe __ ' ___ .... -J _ , 
of possibilit'l~ potential, as directed towards or residi ng in 
If this is the case, oblique case-mar ked subjects 
of complements of such verbs is understandable. The us·e of 
oblique widespread in language (as in 
Hebrew: yes laka ben~ ='He has a son (lit . there is - to him - a 
son) =' . ) 
'""' -:0' 1 ...,. L • . ...;1. " .~I Imp orc:onl-""l \Icrb '- / F'artl' cl o ,= ...... _ " ';;;\ y ,-- =·i "- ' __' 
PERSIAN (Lambton~ 1967) 
No longer a verb in Persian~ v the fDrm sayad, 
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=' perhaps =', 1 s· 
historically the 3rd singular present of ~ayestan ~be fitting~ 
apt~ ~.J 0 r t h ''t'' ~ • It 1S followed by the indicative when 
referring tD the P f'""Oc=orJt . l "--'__ ~ and subj unctive ~.>"Jhen 
referring to the future or past <p55): 
(C::"""7', 
" • ....; ; I X--"-d ;:jdY ,:=\ bera'/am 
Perhaps go-lsg SUBJV 
~Perhaps I shall qo~ 
~ F';::::.r I- - . P c:. ~ 
_ I Jd _ coriespond ':; In me ,aning to ~ it 1S possible t hat' 
rather than to ~i~ 15 possible for ... to ... ~. impersonal 
form of sodan dl' c,c ll,=cod _ _lo..,.J.J ...... In the preVIOUS section translates 
'it is possible for ... to ... '). 
ARABIC (Afro-Asiatic (Semitic» 
ColloquiCi I COLirene 
In ~Arabic there are particles -=::ll o d '.=.d \/ Q"-b i -1 ,=' 1_ \-\ ""," ._ .~\... '- I ... cl _ " 
as 
yisaf\~ and yimkin) ~-./hich OCCLLr pre-verbal 1 y ~ and appear ~·Ji th or 
- ' 
without ?tnnu 'that'. They are glossed as 'maybe~ perhaps ' by 
Gamal-Eldin ( 1967: 77-( 0 ) • / ~ / W • 
11:'8' 
'" . ..J I II ~ • '. I ; -:0 I \ 1 l' m I" I' n ":j ·;;t..' .... 4- li t·, ka:n ~ " , 21. . ... ,11 -:0 "- • . r .'" 
h e v'ianted 
(59 ) 
{ ' 0' ,b , 
"" ka:n .... ' 9 a: ',;;! 1 Z 71nnu 
'May be that ... ' 
\J; ,= an 
., • • ~ ._ I 
" ' n a: ~4Jl 
SA '-. \l1-:O ct. J ....... 
/ 
yu>~.r ug 
~ , i 
\/ 1: l:::!l- \/ ZUt-na I _ ,' __ 
to come to v isit us' 
~ , I 
'~.,l l : 9 1 - 'y' ~ ucna 
, Ma'l be 
(71 nnu) 
( that ) he ~·Jants to go out' 
In 1'::-"'""" ,, -nd I-am~""l El rli n (1 982·. o" q" , J'l' m'· .. ·l· n f,' =Yl' ml:·.l' n )' U ':::\I y ':=\ .::J_ ':::\ - .... ... , _ t t IS g 1 Dss,ed 
as 'it is probable / pDssible that' and appears without 7tnnu: 
(61 ) jimkin jikuun hinaak 
probable / possible be 3sg there 
'It is probable/possible that he is there~ 
Jisah ( =yi~a1'1 ) IS glossed , it is possible that' and 
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" ,= 
... -' 
Ul 
followed b y ?tnnu: 
j i '3ah ?1 nnu >~ ar ag badr: 
it is pass. that went out-he early 
~ It is pcssible that he went out earl y ' ( plOD ) 
They also mention jaquuz + 7tnnu as another means af e x preSSIng 
'it is possible that (p 100) • 
('o/loq ,n'il l Ca. t'rehf... 
~Arabic also makes use of an adverbial or adjecti v al form 
mumkin (from the same verb as yimkin comes) optionall y fal l owed 
b ',/ ?'innu: 
(63) sa?al-ni mumkin 7arawwah 
he asked-me it is pass. I go home 
~He asked me 'Is it possible (for me ) to go home?' ( p3) 
It can be used~ just like 'possible' In English~ as an 
adjecti \/e: 
(64) ale:ha 
best 
7ahs,an -l---rl' ·'7-'- c',. • c\ 
plan ( ·f ) 
'tl~Q b' oct noccib'~ plan' I\.-- "-...J_ , ..... --,_. _..a.._ """'-
mumki nco 
pos ':;ible(f) 
( G2mal-El din ~ 1967: 110 ) 
A form presumabl y borrowed from Arab i c mumkin appears i n u se 
with 
:1.967:68) : 
singular of the verb 'ta be' in Persian 
momken ast ke be',/ayad 
possible be-3SG that come-3rdSG-SUBJV-Pres 
'It is possible that he may come' 
(Lambton!l 
Ke 'that' , t ' l' 10) lS ap lana (pOu. ~ ,a sis ?! n n Ll i n Arabic after 
mumkin. The difference between the impersonal use of Persian 
~odan discussed 4 '":'") on p ''';'. ,and mamken ast 
appears to correspond to the difference between English ~It i s 
possible for to and ~It is possible that ... 
Unfortunately for cross-linguistic equivalence~ mumkin ln 
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I 
I 
, 
Arabic from e x amples to have the meanIng of ~ It IS 
, h' -POSSI ~, l e t O~- contrasting with g~:yiz~ yimkin~ and 
yisafi~ which translate as ~It is possible that ( Ho~...,ev er-
SI n ce e ~< amp 1 es of forms f c:r permission e1 se~...,here have 
equi ",/al ences ~possible that=' sen '5es~ it ma y be that 
e. \I-T\plo,- r.-i: tho . ,', c:\ II I "_ =- W f _ '- use of mumkin thi:::. meaning are lacking In 
the grammars.) 
~ ~ .~ 
..:.:. • • ~I • ..::. 
The collocation of the 3rd singular form of plus 
'it='s possible that. adjective~ modal , ,= , ... -J ,=t common e.g. 
of e ',' p r t=l c:. c:. i n gob ~ t=l r + -1 '.! i=> po::;, sib i lit \/ ~'\ - ---, .J - - -- ... T - I In Indo-European 
languages. I~l so common In Indo-European languages to e xpress 
objective possibility is the use of +h ' d ' 1 a '- Il r slngu ... ar form of a 
modal verb plus infinitival 'be'~ e.g., 'it ma y be that ... ' 
In ~om~ (~n9()8.3es 
~ ' hese constructi or:s have. evol vedi nto di '3cour '3e parti cl es u:::.ed 
for suggestions - Eng ~maybe' = Gm 'mag sein' = Fr 'peut-@tre' 
. . . . 
Grammaticall y the difference between a particle's 
that 
plus 
latter 
situation is possible and a modal 
- ·-tr1 + . ' .- c ' - 1 1;'" ,-on= ,LC ·_lon :;:) ,;;jlgnct ...... n .~
construction is followed by a 
the same thing 
complement~ 
. fi · ti·./ 1 In ... nl _ ... '.a ... ~ whereas particles can be seen as an 
si gnall i nl;l 
v erb 
is that the 
c l ·ausal or 
addit ional 
element in a sentence~ the sentence itself maintaining a simple 
declarati v e form. German exemplifies the difference: 
4~ 
'-' 
P - >- +- ; rIp d, ~. _ _ 
(66) 
be+adj 
( 67) 
Vielleicht studiert Hans 
perhaps study 3SG PRES Hans 
'Hans may be studying~ 
Es i st gut moglich~ da ':;s Hans 
It IS pas ':;i b 1 e that Hans 
bei seiner Tante ist 
at his aunt 1 .:; 
~ He.ns miqht/could be at his aunt~s=' 
modal verb + be 
(68) \)i ell ei cht 
perhaps 
auch 
also 
in 
1· c:: +-..,J '- er 1n 
1 ., I" ,unchen 
1S he In MClnchen; 
Berlin 
Berlin 
sein 
be 
kann aber 
can aber 
:' Perhaps he=' -::;. in t1uni ch; but of cour-::;·e he 
may also be in Berlin=' 
It seems to be the case that mast languages have a particle 
to denote the type of meaning implicit in English :0 'T\ .'='v'bl=l:t I II _, .. _ or 
.. I .. 
. per laps' . Very often these particles function in the same wa y 
as :tmaybe :t and ='perhaps=' do~ either as particles 
offering sentence as a suggestion or as single "'Jar d 
utterances as non-committal replies to a previous statement or 
question. They signal a neutral stance on the possibilit y of 
the situation under discussion='s being so. Sometimes a particle 
will have an equivalence with ='may=' or ='might=' that is as a 
marker~ first and foremost!' of possibility!' rather than use 
specifically as a discourse particle. 
F'arti cl es occur In varIOUS sentential positions. As 
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elements of a grammar though~ ~-"Jhere mean 1 ng influences the 
poo::;i ti onal possibilities~ their place in a sentence 1S not 
F' art i c 1 e s w h i c h presumably function either as 
discourse mar kers or as markers of objective possibility~ and 
have the whole sentence In scope~ are regularl y found occurring 
first in a sentence: 
Mokilese (Micronesian - Harrison 1976: 177) 
(69) dapwa ih nen indoa 
maybe he EXPECT come 
~Maybe he~ll come~ 
Jacaltec (Mayan - Craig 1977:84) 
(70) tita~ x-¢-to naj bay 
maybe ASP-3-go CLlhe where 
~He may have gone where he 
2 
'.' -,..;..- ( , /) -a I ~ 
,,\ 'fJ ;' I .;;;\ 
o d' sal 0 
~we (Niger-Kordofanian) 
(71 ) 
Aghem 
{F,/' \ I ..... ,' 
cte-wo-h~ 
perhaps 
0'" t:::of ian:) af erne 
Kofi FUT/SUBJV be at home 
~ I<of i mao,l be at home~ (=='Perhaps Kofi lS 
(Bantu Hvman 1979: 111 ) 
t5 '- " / f' 0 " 0 boo l:gham 
HYF' he hit mat 
~He could be h o+t- 0 ,l o __ lng the mat~ 
Mangara';d. (Austral ian - Merl an 1982: 39) 
(73) maoaya ja-¢-~ioa-n maoaya ~ayi 
perhaps 3-3sg-come-PRES perhaps NEG 
at home ~ ) 
~F'€::rhaps he='ll come~ perhaps not=' 1.2. ='it~:o 
possible that he mayor may not come~ 
Fijian has a particle usually regarded as a complementi5er~ 
de~ which occurs first in a clause: 
(74) au nanuma de yak~hina 
I think de it is so 
~ I think perhaps it is so~ 
45 
( Churchward~ 1973:24) 
(75 ) de ,/ a1i beka 
de lost perhaps / b y chance (politeness mar ker) 
~ It may possi b1 y be 1 ost ~ (Mi 1 ner ~ 1972: 75) 
Last In a clause is another favoured position: 
;JiJ.b 
Ngalakan (Australian Mer 1 an 1 981) : 
( 7 1 , ,0, . N Qln-ganam-mup Qara 
2sg-ear-obscured perhaps 
~Perhaps you~re deaf; Could it be that you~re 
deaf? (since you don~t seem to hear me)~ 
Hixkaryana (Carib Derbyshire 1979: 143-4): Th +-. 1 .. e parl-IC e na~ 
~4Jh i ch indicates uncertaint y ~ occurs phrase-finall y (usually 
adjoined to the ~emphatic~ particle ha ). It frequently occurs 
also following a nominal or adverbial phrase which 
fronted for emphasis: 
(77) nomokyan hana 
come-3sg NONPAST.UNCERT ha-UNCERT 
:>He may come~ 
(78) awanaworo na nomokvan ha , . 
tomorrow UNCERT he comes ha 
:>He may come tomorrow' 
MOjave (Yuman - Monro 1976:76) 
y 
(79) k u \/"7 av-J 7 al 7et2> 
'Maybe it will rain' 
y 
?al 7et(3) 1S composed of 1st person 7~ 
y 
stem al ?e~ 
has been 
.. h' I' 
. L. 1 n t::' ~ 
and an opt i onall y augmented suf f i >~ ~ - t (3 ). Its 0 rig ina 1 ' .. / e r b a 1 
nature indicates a derivation from something like a parenthet-
i cal ~ I th ink ~ ( p 76) • Bernard Comrie has mentioned (p.c.) that 
the Papuan language he has been 
expresses epistemic possibility 
of a form which means 'I think'. 
I-.. '. I I..' , 
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studying!, Harv-Jay ~ also 
the use!' sentence finally~ 
2.3.2.1 Summary: Particles 
As a corollary of their function ln discourse and of their 
the whole sentence in their scope~ ' t 1 _ 15 of course 
unlikely that these particles will interact with tense and 
aspect the way in which verbs and verb inflections do. 
be. flavou red. 
First and 1 as t a:. p p e 3.. r- to "p 0 sit ion s for i n de pen den c e from the 
notions of tense and aspect. 
If a particle can appear elsewhere in a sentence~ as does 
the particle na in Hixkaryana~ they can be understood 
I 
to be 
functioning' in some type of constituent-focus manner. As 
mentioned above~ Hixkaryana na can follow elements fronted for 
emphasis as well as appear sentence-finally. In Imbabura~ all 
=' val i dators=' ~ which include the clitic I' -cha mentioned in the 
section on bound morphemes above~ appear after all inflectional 
and derivational suffixes (which include +ont:=e '--- ~ ~ aspect~ and 
deontic modal morphemes). The validators mark sentence rheme 
information) and the position of the 'validated' element 
indicates the focus of the sentence (Col e 1 ogC". 1 L C l ' C" ) .. ' . ...J. ... I:J ,_, ~ 6 ·..J • This 
is also often the function of possibly, probably:-. and perhaps 
ln English. 
2.4 Summary: Possibility 
The presentation of the grammatical realizations of 
Possibility in this chapter gives evidence to show that where 
there is ambiguity of epistemic with root notions (i.e. ability 
and permission)~ it is almost exclusively found in modal verbs. 
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30022.r ·= ta be ~nc smmon t8 find an inflection ,~r 
-' . 
th 1 ':=· t \.' De . -. .£ :=. ."T' t · ; ,.., ! I l' .L. .. . ' ..,J i '_ '. J I I . .. .~ _ \ '_ .; . Clf the boun d 
mar k ers ( e >~ em 0 1 i fie d in section .) .) .-::, ~ ~·~·- ~ 1 at least one 
is recognisably deri v ed from a full v erb - Turkish -ebil . f ~- Dm 
bilmek ~ t 0 k n 0 ~.J ~ ( L e hi i s 1 967 ~ 1 5 1 ) ( t"1a 1 ·3 V .:3.1 am -aam a1 '::;0 
re13ted to a verb~ ~ tD become~.) A~ for partlcles~ aoart from 
Ar -'-ir ·;::t u ... _ mumkin which was seen to be used to request permission~ 
no other oarticles showed an ·· ..... d i sposi t ion +- h 1' '- +- '. I P 0 \..., :::: "- l '- of 
-'"' '1' b i a ' l'; +- '/ 
.:::\ : , .a.. _ 1_ J.. '_ : . • 
The data direct attention to the fact that root 
, .-
- =-
! ! Sl I - 1 1 ... 
_. -' cf. ... 'f r-estr i cted i- -, _ I...; ...... '~y-b -'"'1 '" '-' .;;:;\ form ':; ~·Jh er eas ep i s.temic 
On·=:<:;; ;-Ow'.!.' lJ ~ i-v I _ ... .J_ • • - ! i .:=. -1- i:=' ~ 1 ; .:::: 0.-1 '- '-\ ~~ ..... ~ !-. \.' .... ? inflections 
'.-r+-i -1 -,- --r .::t. ._", 1_ ... '=:;:) cf. =- well 8.S b\" \/erb·5 . In Dther on e c ,2.n S ·::!. \;l of 
-n l'r~1-ci-~Dn ~- n--+-J' rlQ d I 1 J. I:::' _.I. 1 '-'I;'" cil '_. '- ._ that~ more than likel y ~ it reflects 
ab ·:;tr 2.ct ItJh i 1 e .; +-J. ,_ not pO ':; ':;i b 1 e is to he. 
.... '-
posi ti \/ e .3.bout \/erb.=tl fDrm':5. 1 -ng1 1-qo.= .... .::\ -_, .::1,. _ __ _ ' h O~'lje \/e r 
(Finni sh~ Greek ~ formal 
contr"ast in v erb form which reflects the semantic distinction~ 
and ma y be indicative of a cross-l in guistic tendency: eo istemic 
- b·-tr -, -i- 1 cf. =- .::;t. L. _ .. 00 '=·'= i b i 1 i i- '. ! _ • ...J _ _ ! tend';5 to be 0'.' r . Ir" =.=.::: ed ·_ .··. t--·i C;:;;_' _ ' b'/ 
':;i noul ar form reaardless of the person number tIle 
l'-OOi- oos ':;i b i 1 i t \/ 
- I " 
( 1-'-1 pr.+- on+- i ::":1.1 ) \ _ ' '-J'-'- ._ ~""" l:t ~·\jh i ch mus.t be 
~redicated 
number ) . 
s.i ngul 2t-
of 
··.'erb form ( i n 
tend:; to be expressed by 
concert with r-L' b . er+ =- , J - '-
the 
per ':son 
It was evident, too~ that when it 1S expressed by 3rd 
forms~ root "OC ~; b l' 1 ; +- ...... !-' .;.;",;t • ....,. __ .'" attr .3ct·::; oblique 
in contrast with epistemic possibilit y wh ich retains 
a nominative subject. 
In a number of languages it was seen that there lS not ~ I l,=.·j-
_ I - - -
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CHAF'TEF~ THF~EE 
THE PROBABILITY SCALE 
In a number of works on modality~ reference is made to the 
quantifiability of epistemic modality. Most of these studies 
involve English and refer only to modal verbs. The types of 
scales mentioned by different authors v ar y . Steele ( 1975: 44) 
suggests that there are five distinct poi nts bet\.'Jeen weak 
possibility (might/cQuld) and certainty (must/will ) . Though 
she considers grammatical forms other than verbs for four other 
languages which she anal,/ses~ her study of English 1S re-
stricted to modal verbs. Hermeren «1978:94) following Close 
( 1971: • ,"",""'7~) ) ( . ....J • ...:.:. " . ~t arranges the 9 English (affirmati\/e) modal verbs on 
a scale of uncertainty to certainty. Lyons (1977:800) believes 
only objective epistemic modality is quantifiable~ its extremes 
bej. ng necessity and possibility. Coates~ ln 
( 1983: 18) believes that it is subjective epistemic modality 
which is scalar-, between the extr-emes of confidence and doubt. 
Halliday ( 1984: :36 ~ discusses an example of sc .3.l es of 
modal it ';l wh i ch ar-e inclusive of non-verbal elements~ and 
distinguish degrees of indeterminacy (between the poles of yes 
and no) and ~values~ which range from low (possible, sometimes~ 
allowed, willing ) (certain, always!, r-equired~ 
determi ned) . As can be seen there is a general agreement on 
the existence of a scale of modality~ but ther-e is no consensus 
as to exactly what is being quantified. 
Bybee ( 1985: 180) r-emar-ks that in her survey of \ler-bal 
inflections there was no evidence of such scalar values~ and 
that her findings indicate that verbal inflections tend to 
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J 
.. 
cover roughly the possibility/probability range without ma k ing 
finer distinctions. The conclusion she draws from this is that 
inflections have broader meanings and present fewer contrasts. 
Nor does Coates find that English modal verbs instantiate the 
type of scale that has previously been proposed~ and she has 
seen fit to suggest the more subjective scale mentioned in the 
1 ast para'~raph. Within her work however there is reference to 
quantifiable epistemic modality - e.g. ~ In its most normal 
usage~ Ep i stemi c SHOULD e~< presses . . . an assessment of 
b b · 1 . t .. ( 1 QS..... I 4 ' pro all y... . I • .:;,: b i; both MAY and MIGHT are discussed in 
terms of an ~assessment of p oss i b i lit i e':; =' (pp 134, 149) ; 
probably is said to express ='a higher degree of modality=' 
<p138) • 
On a grammatically wider-ranging view of modality than a 
study of inflections or modal verbs only could give~ it is easy 
to see that these grammatical forms represent just one point in 
a scale of probability which may consist of degrees represented 
by other grammatical forms or constructions. T ' - ' ;ldL. i s ~ ~"",h i 1 e a 
language may have an inflection which con v eys a suggestion of 
mere possibility~ it may well also have a modal verb (or verbs 
or particle/s) represents a greater possibility ~ 
possibly even another form particle~ v'erb!' inflection or-
phra':;al form - to signal an even greater probabilit y . In 
English, for example, those forms which take a place somewhere 
in the scale apart from may, might and could are~ at 
possibly, probably (sentence and constituent-focus particles), 
it is (qui te) 
(un)likely that~ 
possible that, it is quite / highly / very 
there~s a good / fair / reasonable chance / 
1 
possibility that (impersonal 'be' constructions) • The stLldy 
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of anyone grammatical category alone will not highlight the 
e:-~ i .:; ten ceo f what appears to be a quantifiable (even if ln 
fairly gross degrees) scale of probabilit y evident in most 
languages. 
E~{ amp 1 es of the realisation of scales of possibil ity / 
probability in several languages follows. It 1S difficult to 
establish just one (universal) set of values for assessments of 
p r ob .:3b iIi t y. Different languages grammaticalise different 
levels on the scale. Some languages seem to have just a couple 
of forms which indicate perhaps a neutral stance (50/50) and 
greater likelihood~ Qthers have at least three degrees mere 
possibility~ 50/50 possibility~ probability. One 1 ,:3ngu.3ge!l 
Mandarin Chinese, appears to be able to give probabilit y a 
score out of 10. Two things are clear from the data however 
points on the scale may well have different formal realisations 
within a language~ and anyone point can be represented by 
var10us gramm~tical forms cross-linguistically. 
L .; ';' i=o .I. t , _ English, 
possibility~ e.g. 
German has several 
with a sentence-initial 
with any of three modal verbs k6nnen!l " mogen, 
of e~< pressi ng 
vielleicht!l 
or di.irfen!l and 
with an impersonal construction es ist (gut) m6glich!l dass ..... 
According to informants both particle and modal v erbs appear to 
be neutral as to the likelihood of the event or to f ,3, \/our 
probability~ depending on conte~< t!' and the impersonal 
construction seems biased towards the affirmative. Presumably 
gut .ai ds in this positive bias as well does in the Eng 1 i ':sh 
construction may/might/could well. 
Tamil~ for some speakers at least!' has a three point scale 
of probabilit y .. . Th .; f 1 - 1- ; -- 1 ~ L i .., -1 I I I e J. n eL.I... ... una a . I ... ,' a a m (also used for 
permi 5 ':;i on ) represents the lowest v al u e for p05sibilit y ~ the 
\./ er b mLl-t;.iYLlm ( ph '/ si cal abilit y) e:-: presses 
probabilit y ~ and the affirmative form of the verb used for 
kLlutLlm ~ indicates a chance (Asher 1982:171). 
. ' 
The following three sentences can all have the meani ng 
'Ganesan may be in Mannargudi now': 
( 1 ) Ganeecan ippa manaarku,!;iyile irukkalaam (poss) 
G.;l.lleecan lppa manaarkutiyile irukka kuutum (50 /50) , 
Ganeecan ippa manaarkutiyile irukka mui;.iyum (prob) 
Bella eoola (Salish - Davis and Saunders~ 1 070~~7' , I , • • _ ., I 
.. t · 
. m- ~-l" I c.i I , ' , ,..." t' Lommen ' construction (pt-edi cate ) to convey the lowest 
degree of certainty concerning an assertioll~ and a sentence-
second particle to convey a 50% - 99% degree of certaint y : 
( .., ' I 
, .... , 
(3) 
7amayck-¢ ,...... . cp-ac'-:t-ls ':;nac 
it may be so that wipe-CL-it !he Snac 
t i -pot-t>~ 
PROX.NON.FEM.-boat-PROX.NON.DEM 
'It might be that Snac wiped the boat~ 
cp - a?t - is ma snac ti-pot-t x 
wipe-CL-it!he DUB 
'Maybe Snac wiped the boat' 
As mentioned~ Chinese can indicate a quantified level of 
probability~ through the use of a construction containing the 
modal \/erb neng!l also used to express ability and permission!! 
e. 9 • : 
( 4 ) 
, 
zheige 
th i·:; 
h I" · , S 1 >~ 1 an 
, j1hua 
pl d.n 
be realised 
/ - V 51-: 1 f err you 
10 tenths. ther-e 
bafen 
ar-e 8 tenths 
/ 
neng 
F'OSS 
~ It is likely that this plan will be r-eal ised~ 
' . zhelge 
this 
h / . ' S :1 >~ 1 an 
, jlhua 
plan 
be realised 
1_- V 
sh1 ten ·'lou 
10 tenths thet-e , c 
... -oJ 
, --Ylt en 
one tenth 
/ 
neng 
F'OSS 
~There is a slight chance that this plan will be 
r-ealised~ 
Any number of par-ts out of ten except zero can be inser-ted in 
of thQ. 
the second ~ n-part for-ms. Ten out of ten means absolute 
- er +- -. J. n -1- , . L_ '-\::\. _y. 
Many Austr-alian languages h =,\le a ...... y "- pa.r-t i c 1 e ~...,h i ch means 
~ "b p ma.,. __ (or- maybe not):'. In Mangar-a·y'i (Mer-l an!, l 00,..,.-:rC) ; u..;... "_t .. 
example, maQaya means ~maybe, perhaps~: 
(6) ma~aya ja-¢-~iQa-n maoaya 
perhaps 3-3sg-come-PRES perhaps 
~Perhaps he~ll come, perhaps not:' 
i.e. ~it~s possible that he may 
c;layi 
NEG 
or may not come~ 
for-
But often too!, one of the verbal inflections such as irrealis 
or future will signal some degree of uncertainty: 
(7 ) mar? yaj-wu!a-bana ¢-waQbiribiri 
make IRR-3pl !3sg-AUX ABS-paperbark 
~They might make a paperbark float 
• • • 
float 
. . . 
Yet there are still other expr-essions in Mangarayi 
(p 146) 
for some 
degree of uncertainty: in particular two other particles 
both of which are translated as ~maybe~ or 
~ perhaps~ . Syntactically these prefer no~-initial positions in 
a clause, often last (p40). 
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( 1938 ) notes f or Hop i (U to-A:: tee an) a morpheme st;n 
p'.' p""'ec:si nj"~ 
-" I ...J .. '::J uncertainty ~li k e that of a balancing between about 
equal positi \/ e and negative probabilities' ( p282) e. f~.: 
'8' \. ,. 
w 
ni~m-e7 s~n mO~Q it 7aw 
(go home) sen (ch i ef) 
~When he goes home he may meet 
(and aga1n he may nct)~ 
pit '~~ni 
(meet) 
the chief 
(fn .3) 
Another particle ke denotes uncertainty but favours a positive 
rather than a negative outcome 
(9 ) tao ~qa tlw -e~7 ke 
(man) (:.ee) 
~When the man sees it 
(p'78S') • 
'\ .... ...... . 
v-Ja' ~ y .3, ~ n i 
( run a ~~J a y ) 
he ma',' run 
(f -:0'\ 
'. n. ''';'' 
Paamese (Austronesian - Crowley~ has two particles 
~4oJh i ch occur only clause initiall y which indicate the speaker~s 
c:\ssessment of the truth of v-Jha t he 15 One~ 
vahera/vahesa~ indicates that there is some doubt~ the other~ 
nahe~ that he thinks it 15 probably true (p74). But Paamese 
can also indicate that something is likel y with a verbal affix~ 
no-. 
The Mayan language~ Jacaltec~ also has two different 
!~r ammat i c .3,l forms~ a sentence particle (occurring 
sentence-initially) and a sentence-second clitic, which 
e >: pre s sst ron gpo s sib iii t Y 0 r P r ob a b i 1 i t y ( era i I~ ~ 1 "=1 7 7 : 84) : 
( 12) 
( 13) 
tita~ x-~-munla 
maybe ASP-3-work 
~He may have worked~ 
>: ma-m-to 
ASP-MOD-go 
naj 
CLlhe 
~He may have gone~ 
n ·::\ j 
CL / he 
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(pS7) 
(p84) 
only 
both 
Cahuilla (Uta-Aztecan - Jacobs~ 1973) has an enclitic root 
sa:,~ which expresses a speaker~s belief that an event IS 
probable rather than merel y possible~ and a suffix -herna which 
indicates a neutral stance between probability and 
improbability ( ,..,q) p~ ~ . Hema may also appear as a stressed 
independent form~ first in a clause, with the meaning ~maybe or 
ma'y/be not~ or 'whether~ (p30). 
Finnish has different qrammatical means for e>~ pressi ng 
slight possibility and probability_ A chance IS 
represented by the verb saada, also used for permission: 
( 14) '5a ,a, t t ·::t2 t It 1 1 a 
John may 3sg come 
~ (There~s a possibility that ) John may come~ 
A possibility biased In favour of occurring but ~.J i tho u t the 
greater certai nt 'y' imp lied by ;0 probab 1 y;o ( f or ~·Jh i ch there is a 
sentence particle/adverb kai), is expressed by the potential 
inflection: 
( 15) jussi 
,John 
tullee 
come-POT 
='John may come' 
Bybee remarks that the meanings of the twelve inflectional 
ep i ':;temi c markers ~Jhi ch she found in h pr . -, sample of fift y cover 
the range of possibility - probability. No language had more 
than one inflectional epistemic mood, so there was no chance in 
any language of making finer distinctions, inflectionally, in a 
scale of possibility. The examples of inflections which 
participate in the probability scale discussed in this chapter 
parallel 8ybee='s findings - they cover the range of possibility 
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(Tamil) to probability (Jacaltec~ Finnish). 
But so too do particles (poss: Mangarayi~ Hopi~ F'aamese; 
prob: Hapi~ F'aamese~ Jacaltec~ Finnish) ~ and verbs (poss: 
Finnish~ Tamil~ Bella Coala; prob: Tamil~ German). 
And although there were no languages exemplified ' with more 
th .; f1 t· 1 an one ~n .2C_lona epistemic marker (but cf Ladakhi 2.2.1.1~ 
.:::l',l .-
-- .. ,::) (5 ) to (S»)!I a number of languages were seen to have a 
couple or more particles or verbs (or a mixture of bot h ) ~ as 
as an inflection!, were able to make various 
distinctions in a scale of probability. This indicates that it 
may not be evident from the study of modal forms of only one 
t · 1 gramma lca ... type that such a e>~ i st sin a 1 anguage. 
The data presented above are surprising In two ways. The 
first 1S the complete lack of participation of the notion of 
root possibility. There are forms mentioned which do double as 
markers of root possibility (Eng. could~ Gm. konnte!, T . 1 , aml ... 
mui;iYLlffi!' Mand. neng) ~ but when they take a place in the s c ale 
O f P ..... ~I b =:. b l' 1 l' +- '. It'"", ~ '. I 0 '.' P ..... 0 c: S •• I --.. \,.." '- .1 _. - t '-- , \ I '--- Q 1"" , .-. t . __ p ... ::. em ... ,-, not root~ pOS '5i bi 1 i ty . 
The lack of evidence for root possibility in the. scale may h ave 
a bearing on the second point of interest!' which is that i n no 
1 .:3.nguage In which a scale of probability was found 
E:'?>~ pr essi on was there mention in that scale of a form f or 
necessity. Apparently necessity is not notionally part of such 
a scale. In the ne:< t chapter the relationship between 
necessity and possibility will be reviewed. I t ~4J ill b e seen 
'l:hat there is a relationship of equivalence between necessity 
and the negative form of root possibility (in English can't). 
The absence of both root possibility and necessity from the 
c:--, 
...,J,' 
, 
probability scale may be entailed by this relationship. 
The eX1stence of a probability scale may also e~< p 1 ai n 
another In Chapter T~o...jo~ a number of the languages 
discLlssed lrJer e seen to hav e ~.o.Jays of e~< pressi ng 
p0 '-'-l· bi 1 1· t " ::.:;~ ... - y ~ ·:;omet i mes of differing grammatical form 
(e. g. Jacaltec~ Finnish) ~ sometimes of the same form (e. g. 
Arabic - particles~ Abkhaz - \/erbs). S · . + . 1 nee 1 ·_ 1S unlikely that 
the meanings or implications of any two constrLlctions 1n any 
language be exactly the same~ one ma y ~.o.Jonder at the 
multiplicity of forms. The evidence for a scale of probability 
suggests a reason for their numerical strength - epistemic 
possibility 1S required to be expressed ln several levels of 
probability ItJithin a language. It would be an interesting 
exercise to analyse a greater number of languages which evince 
the scale!, to determine more precisely what sorts of 1 e\/e1 s 
there are!, and whether there are any significant correlations 
of grammatical form within levels or across languages. 
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CHAPTER FOUR - POTENTIAL 
4. 1 Potential~ Possibility and Necessity 
There was a brief discussion at the beginning of Chapter 2 
about the distinction between two types of Possibility~ one of 
1S better termed Potential. Many more examples in the 
preceding sections have been exponents of epistemic possibilit y 
(~possible that~) than they have been of root possibility 
(7possible for~ - potential). Root possibility appears to be 
mainly an attribute of verb forms and not of particles or 
inflections. This tends to imply that it requlres~ and 
provides the medium for~ a semantic alliance between an actor 
(or SLlb j ect)· and an action (or- verb) . It r-elates the 
properties of the subject to the r-equir-ements of the v erbal 
action~ or in other words~ to the potential r-ealisation of the 
verbal action by the subject. Epistemic possibility~ on the 
other hand~ appears to be expr-essable in sever-al grammatical 
forms~ implying some autonomy of meaning at least fr-om the 
subject of the sentence. The number- of i n ':5tances of an 
impersonal form of a verb~s providing an epistemic r-eading of 
an otherwise root meaning supports this suggestion. Epist emic 
possibility can be understood as an abstract concept which is a 
construct of a speaker's mind~ in contrast ~Ji th root 
possibility <potential) which is independent of the speaker . 
Root possibility is expressed by verbs of ability. In 
English can expr-esses root possibility. In its most familiar 
sense can indicates ability of some sor-t (physical or- mental) 
on the part of the subject of the sentence. In its root 
possibility sense~ the ability of the subject is not at issue. 
In a sentence such as ~You can get hot p1es at the corner store 
now~~ can implies only that it 15 possible to get~ not that one 
is capable of it. However it is not too difficult to relate 
these meanings. P otential ent .:\ils the 
at some time ln the possibility of 'action 0 ..... s tate 
future. Root possibility entails epistemic possibility. 
There is a very significant relationship 
affirmative forms of root and epistemic possibility. 
the 
As 
exemplified in Chapter 2, many languages show the use of a verb 
of ability (often 3rd singular) for epistemic possibi lity. 
This ambig~ity may well represent a stage in the diachron ic 
development of the verb. It is common for a v erb of abil ity to 
become a marker of epistemic possibility <Giv6n 1973; q,q). 
Yet despite close diachronic and synchronic relationsh ips 
the affirmative form of verbs of abilit y and the 
notions of root and epistemic possibilit y, the negative form 
of 'If'erbs of ability (negative potential ) play s a dif ferent 
modal role. 
4.2 Necessity and Negative Potential 
The phenomenon of use of the negative potential morpheme for 
inference of a negative situation is nat restricted to English. 
Many other languages show the same behaviour. German uses the 
form cognate with English can't, ~::onnen ni cht:t for negati ve 
inference. Finnish uses the negative of the auxiliary v erb 
voi, which, in the affirmative, is the modal verb for physical 
ability and root possibility. (The modal used for permission~ 
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saada~ signals epistemic possibility - see Chap 2 e>~s 
( "":"Q) , 4 n ) ) .~l ," !''' '." • J In Ewe (Niger-Kordofanian)~ inferential ~can~t~ is 
the negative of teau which is the modal for abilit y ~ kn o~.o..J how~ 
permission and root possibility (epistemic possibilit y 1S 
expressed by a particle~ ~e-wQ-h~ - see Chap 2 ex '-'1') ,, / , . In 
Tamil also~ negative inference is conveyed by the negative form 
of the auxiliary used for physical ab i lit '/ ~ mu";-iyum (see 
( 3 1 ) ) • Chap ('"")7) ' ...... , I and All of these languages show the 
use of the negative form of a verb of ability to express the 
negative form of epistemic necessity. 
Along similar lines Horn (1978:164) notes that, ln Malagasy~ 
the affirmative form of necessity is expressed by the form tsy 
maintsy (lit. ='not able not!' ) , and in BasqLle!l b\/ ez i n hertze 
.. 
( lit. ='impossible not!'). These examples show the grammatical 
representation of logical necessity to be a construct of the 
notion of inability in Malagasy and of impossibility in Basque. 
Again, the notions of necessity and potential are intertwined. 
These examples suggest that the normal semantic s y mmetry of 
opposition which holds between a verb and its negation is 
insufficient to explain the meaning in this case~ and th .:3t the 
negative notion 1S ln some way independent of the notion of 
mere negation of the meaning of the positive form. 
It is not necessarily the case that negative inference must 
be expressed by the negative form of ~can='. I t can .:3 1 sob e 
expressed by the simple negative form of the i nf erent i al 
mai'- ker. 
marker of 
Mustn;tt~ for e >~ amp 1 e !I , .-... ;::) perfectly acceptable as a 
negative inference for at least some if 
1 
not most 
Australian English speakers. Turkish also expresses negati v e 
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inference with a negative morpheme + the inferential inflection 
( 1 ) degil 
NEG 
1 ml 'S (or: 
b e- I !'~Ft="R 3sg 
~I infer that he is / was not 
4.3 Lack of Potential 
degilmis . ) 
Apart from it~ double identity as a form of epi ~, temi c 
necessi t '/ ~ there IS evidence from a numb er of languages that 
the notion of ~can~t~ is indeed independent of~ or more salient 
2 
than, the notion of 'can~ In Turkish~ for example~ a form of 
the verb bilmek ~to know~ is used for affirmative ability or 
possibility~ but a form derived from a different verb~ umak 
~to be able~ , powerful~~ is used for negati v e abil ity or 
potential (Le~"Jis!l 1967: 151): 
(2) gel-ebil-ir-im 
come-able-AOR-lsg 
~I can come~ 
(3) gel-miy-ebil-ir-im 
com~NEG-POSS-AOR-lsg 
='I mav not come~ 
I 
( 4) gel-eme-z-im 
come-unable-AOR-lsg 
:or can~t come:O 
That lack of abilit y (o r impossibility) IS not seen to be 
the simple opposite or simple negation of abilit y or 
possibility - it is independent. 
In some languages there is no specific 1 ~ '.' I' !- ,~ 1 - " .. -;:;\ .... 
mor-phology ~AJhich can be used to translate ~ can~. (ThIS does not 
mean that the notion cannot be expressed. It means that tile 
notion is perhaps just one of the notions expressed b y some 
6 '"' ..:.. 
.... 
other form 1n the language. ) Yet 1n these languages the notion 
~can~t~ does have specific morpholoqical e x pression. 
In Nootka (Waka5han - Jacobsen~ Jr. !' 1070. 1~~ ) .. /, I . ~ "_, '_' ~ although 
there 1S an auxiliar y verb signalling learned abilit y ~ huxtak 4 
. . . . 
there 15 no form indicating physical .:':'Ib i 1 ; t v ~ .... ..r.._,. There 1 s~ 
however, a form for ~unable~ ~ yubu~: 
( 5) \ /Il bl ' '+'-'"":I ,'''' ~,... 1 _ _l ... ":;) , ;;;\  ;::) 
unable-MOM-now-INDIC-lsg 
1 I l P 'J 
"'"' -- " 
, 
open. eyes 
~ I ,- - n ~ t I:, P P P n ' .I 0 \ I,;::) c: 0 P p n ' _ ~ _ r, _ _ I, '_'I _ -oJ ' _ 
Kwaio (Austronesian) has no direct way of expresslng innate 
ability (although it can express learned ability with the ver b 
su:Oa ~ to k n Olt-J' ) • It does have a specific con'str ucti on for 
i mpossi bi 1 i t''( ~ either physical or for other reasons the 
particle sia preceding the verb~ with or without the negative 
morpheme mane following the verb (Keesing, 1985:128): 
( 6) ngai Sla leka mane .=. - ; ... , ... 
FPR3sg NEG go NEG LOC-F'rS 
'She can~t go there~ 
In Kobon (Papuan) there is no distinct morphological means 
of e >~ pres sin 9 ab i lit '/ . The future tense can e >~ pre s 's t his 
meC:\ning { Tl.::. ,./ )' pc: .. 4J "-" Y • _ --r !' 1981 a 1 '"":IS' . J..J.";" , • (In abil ity and impossibilit y are 
not discussed.) In another Papuan language~ Hu ,:':3.~ it is again 
the future indicative which 1 ';5 used to translate innate 
ability~ yet inability has various forms of express ion~ such 
4 
as the impersonal verbs () varia za - (literall y~ , s~"Jeat ~) ctnd 
kta ( ) haLl (1 iter all '.." ~ ~ heavi neS5· affects~) (Haiman~ 
:1.980:447). Note that these verbs involve reference to 
physical functions. Ph'/si cal power often seems to be more 
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oL 
basic or relevant to t h e n egati v e notion than t o the positi v e 
not ion ( c f. T u r k i °5 h e >~ 0::; ( 2 ) ~ (.3 ) and ( 4 ) ) • 
In Mangarayi and Ngalakan ( b o th Austral i an lang uages ) there 
lS no form uniquel y e x pressing potential ab ilit y . In 
Mangarayi the irrealis f o~-m can be used for th i 05 meaning 
(Merlan, 1982: 142) • Th o~o - .... 0 1 '-1'- c\1 __ ~ hO~.o,Je ver ~ specif i c i tems whose 
purpose is to e x press inabilit y or impossibil ity fo r any 
reason - physical inability!, social constrai n t~ or other. In 
Mangarayi it is a particle lJirfjag (called ~prohib i t i\/ e ~) (p 146): 
( 7) QiNjag aa-yiri+wa-n ga1i ,/a 
PROH1B isg-see-PRES 
~ 1 can~t see far~ ( i.e. 
far 
m\ ol O\J PC: 1° I,h+-, --,_-.I .-::J ,'-
something is obstructing my v ision ) 
1S poor ~ o r 
In discussing this particle~ Merlan notes that i t can refer t o 
future as well as present. She suggests that when Qi~ j ag 
used with a verb form in a context in wh i ch present in a bility 
is inappropriate, - ° d ~ d ~ b ~ d ° ~ reterence lS un ers oo ~D e pr oj ec ~e ln o 
the unbounded future ( p i 4 7 '" \ J,. , I • 
(8) lJiNjag iJa-yag 
PROH IB 10::.g-go 
For e ~< amp 1 e : 
can mean ~I can't go' or ' I will not be able t o go~ . 
particle also negates desiderati ve-intent i on a l 
also means~ where appropriate~ ' I will not go~. 
In Ngalakan (Merlan, 1983 ) there i s a v erb suf f i >~ !I 
which expresses the same meanings as found in Mangarayi : 
( 9) lJ u -r: an-ji7 
lsg-see-FUTNEG 
~I can~t see, 
lJu-lJan j u~ a-bu ':l 
lsg-eye-blurry 
I have blurry v ision' 
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(10) lJu-rabon-ji? 
. 
1sg-go-FUTNEG 
'1 can't go/will not be able to go/do not want to go' 
-ji7 however IS also used as a negative imperative: 
( 11 ) 9in-gewen-men-ji7 
2sg-be frightened-AUX-FUTNEG 
'Don't be frightened' 
Hopi (Uto-Aztecan - Whorf 1938) shows a v ery interesting 
development. The word for 'can't' is kirht'n. Its meaning is 
that 'the subject is blocked or prevented from producing the 
effect specified by the verb~ with a complete lack of 
implication about the cause of this condition~ as to whether it 
be in the ability of the subject or 0'.' t prnal' \/ '-~,-- ,." etc. ' (p282) . 
'Can' (not the 'can' which implies 'know how' for which there 
is a special verb) is expressed by the negative of , can't' ~ 
1 • e. by ki rh i ' n qa'. This form signals 'the absence of all 
inhibitive or frustrative checks between the subject and the 
action' and that 'the way is entirel y open for the subject to 
..... 
• ~I 
turn potentiality into action if he chooses' (ibid. ) In 
other 'can't' In Hopi can be seen to be the base from 
'can' 1S formed by the addition of a negative morpheme. 
This may indicate that the notion kirhi'n 'can't' ~...,as mor e 
important in Hopi at an earlier stage of the language than its 
opposite form 'can'~ and that 'can' developed from 'can't'. 
Many languages distinguish at least two types of 'can's' 
the 'can' of physical ability~ and the 
'can' of learned ability. Originally, there was a distinction 
in English between DE magan (NE may ) which indicated physical 
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ability or power~ and DE kunnan CN E can ) which involved mental 
ability. NE may has now entirely lost an y connotations of 
ability, though there IS a remnant in the idiomatic 
construction containing the past tense form might: =' tr'}-o' as I 
might, ( I couldn='t ... )=' (~try as I did to the limits of my 
ab iIi t Y ••• ~ ) • NE can has taken over the role of the physical 
ability verb though it retains its sense of learned and mental 
ability. (Know (how to) is also used for learned ability.) 
From the languages just discussed in which there is specific 
morphological expression for ~can:ot=' but not for ~can:O, it can 
be seen that the notion which lacks independent le>~ical 
e >~ pre s s ion IS that of physical Several of these 
languages do have words for learned b OlO+-a 1 1 __ y . The presence, 
then~ of a form for negative potential in languages which lack 
a lexicalisation of the notion of ability implies two things: 
that the notion of lack of potential (or impassibility) is not 
necessarily tied to the nation of ability as 1 e:< i cal 
correspondences In so man y familiar languages tend to suggest; 
and that the nation of lac k of ability or potential may be more 
salient than the corresponding positi v e notion. This latter 
point IS the opposite of what the negation of a verb of 
ability~ used to express negati v e potential and the negation 
of root possibility in so man y languages, implies. 
4.4 Summary 
• 
This chapter has examined same aspects of the root notion of 
ability!, grammatical expressions of which act as host for root 
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possibility. The notion has importance for 
Verbs of ability 
both epistemic 
possibility and necessity. ln affirmati v e 
form develop into markers of epistemic possibility~ and in 
negative form are used as markers of epistemic necessity. 
The notion of ability or potential (and consequently root 
possibility) was seen to lack independent lexical expression in 
some languages~ despite the existence of lexical expression 
specifically for its opposite notion. This tends to imply that 
the concretization of the notion of lack of potential 
lexical form was of greater communicative importance in 
languages than that of positive ability or potential. 
into 
these 
Yet despite its absence in some languages it was seen that 
other languages use the form expressing physical ability as a 
base for the negative counterpart of logical necessity. That 
lS~ where languages use the negation of one of the ~can~s~ for 
(negative) epistemic necessity~ it is the form for ph ysical ~ 
not learned~ ability which is used. In section 6.8~ an 
explanation for the close relationship between potential and 
necessity will be suggested. 
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CHAF'TEF~ F I \')E 
MODALITY REASSESSED 
Introduction 
This chapter will reassess notions which have been associated 
~4,)i th iT)(Jd 2'4.1 i t Y an attempt to define its limit ·s. This 
necessat- i 1 Y involves a discussicn of the relationship of 
modality to mood. And here we pick up the threads of the 
problems alluded to in the introduction. At present modality 
does not have a very precise definition. The use of terms by 
linguists has confused certain philosophical and linguistic 
lssues. l\ +-H ,_ base it is felt intuitively that modal i t ·y' is 
speaker-oriented. Mo::.t linguists tend to maintain is 
regarded as the ~traditional~ view of modality that it is an 
e>~ pr essi on of the speaker's attitude towards, or opinion of the 
:> 
contents of the unmodalised proposition. As far as I have been 
able to trace, this definition is modelled on a statement by 
Jespersen concerning moods ( ~ \ '19'""'4" -:r1"":'") ,. ...:.. • • ~I ,~, 
certain attitudes of mind of the speaker towards the contents 
of the sentence~), but Jespersen is careful to emphasise that 
mood is a syntactic not a notional category. 
Mood 
For many linguists 'mood' is often regarded 2.S the 
f Ltndamental notion of the realisation of modalit y in 1 angLlage 
(see e.g. Bybee 1985, Dahl 1985). Palmer ( 1986:21 ) discusses 
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the discrepancy between the use of the term ~mood~ for strictly 
verbal inflection and the obvious expression of modal i t '/ 
other means <such as modal verbs and particles). As he po in ts 
out~ 1n many languages there are categories~ even wholl y mar ked 
in the verbal morpholQgy~ do not fall illto t Ile 
traditional mood categories of optati ve~ and 
sUbjunctive. Such i ·:; the 0 ' ! ni- ~ i- ; \lp 
- " - -.;;;\ _ .. y - ~ u':;ed for 
repor-t i ng what someone else has said. He also mentions the 
difficulty of establishing -n v -l pat- ~of~nl' ~l' nn .::l 1 1_..1. ___ I ._ ..... :_ -..lI t or meaning for 
the subjunctive mood more than to say that it 1 ':; a general 
marker of subordinate clauses~ thus mak i n !~ it diff i cult to 
claim as a grammaticalisation of the semantic notion of 
modal it ''/. He sees these problems as reasons for retaining the 
~ inood ~ for the traditional grammati c~l " categot-i es of 
verbal inflection~ and for instituting the term ~modality ~ for 
the semantic notion of which mood is but one realisation. He 
makes use of other those categories of verbal 
in-Flection such as Quotative which do not fit the tradit ional 
c .ategor i es. 
One of the problems which has hindered analysts of modality 
IS that very often they rely on formal ,~rammati cal features 
(e.g . . the ~set~ of modal verbs~ the ~ ':set ~ of sentence-f ina l 
particles) to distinguish modal yet find that 
language-internally these categories are not clear-cut (cf e.g. 
the peripheral status of Eng dare~ need~ be able to~ have (gat) 
to) ~ and cross-linguistically do not have the same formal 
grammatical f eatut-es. It 1S obvious from the anal ysis of 
possibility and probability in Chapters 2 and 3 that for-mal 
grammatical features cannot delimit a modal category. It seems 
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to be time to decide on semantic features to determine 
membership of a categor-y and to all O~·J the for-mal 
char-acteristics of the for-ms in which they are realised In each 
language to indicate other details ( e. g. cuI tural or-
psychological notions). 
It is arguable whether- mood should be so readily related to 
modality without a sounder definition of modality. Modality 
must be under-stood independently of mood before it can be 
determined to what cie3ree~ if at 3 LL ~ mood r- ep r esen t s 
grammaticalisation of modal notions. Of course it is a little 
more difficult to start with modality when we really don~t have 
a suitable definition, than it is simply to accept that mood 
must be grammaticalisation of something which, if ' -!-1 ... isn='t 
tense and aspect~ must be modality. B t h ' .... t _, u per- I • a p s ~·Joul d be a 
good idea to look at mood in a different light. 
What has tr-aditionally been called ~mood' can perhaps better 
be viewed as a delineation of '5entence Lyons 
( 1077. 74C::) •• •• ;.11./ \.oJ!, 
d i '5CLt'5S the 
language 
Imperati Y''2 
influence 
e>~ pressi ng 
desire to 
Sadock and 7'&'1' ,-1..'\/ (100C::) ..... v-., ,-, ." ,..L./ W,-I., ~ and Givan ( 1986: 94) 
sentence types that are found in 
=' l' nti=l"-~-!-r1"'tl' vo=' __ I • ..J~ .;;;\ ,,_ ~ and ='imperati v e='. 
is a sentence type expressing spea ker='s desire to 
behaviour-. T '"",-!- o"-r,-"g":>t-.; \i!=-.1, -_1 • ...J .. ~_ ..... _ i'5 .:.~ sentence t '.'P P 
- l -
lack of knowledge about something and a 
know about it. Declarative is a c::c=.n t 0,..., ,-0 1-'.fne .. ... \..- ...... "_'"'- '- I t-' 
expressing speaker~s knowledge (or possibly understood by the 
1 
hearer as expressing speaker~s belief) Inter-rogative is 
semantically related to declarative by way of their both being 
e >~ pre s s i on s of the ':state of knowledge of tt-:e speaker. 
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I nterrDg3.:t i ve 
their common 
Dec 1 ·3T at i '-/ e i s 
, .-
- => .- em - n i- l' .- '" 1 ' '. ' ,- 01 "'t pd -t- 0 l' mp e ...... - t l' "-- e ::;) t <:::t ' ~ .;;;;\ ~.,. 1 "_ .... .;;;\ _ _ tid _ v by ~·Jay of 
e >~ pre s .:; 1 0 n of speaker~s desire or ~-'Jant . 
unrelated to i lTlp Pt----+- i\/ p _ .. _ .::\, 1_. V_a The basic 
notions immanent in these sentence are those of speaker's 
j . j " I e s 1 t- e a n I .:; pea !< e r ' .:; kn owledge. 
Palmer ( 1986: 25-6) .3.r-gues agai nst Lyon's 
d i .:; tin c t ion ( and even against the noticn of ~ c: p n t p '-, r- 0 t \; p e' ) -J _ _ I - _1 as 
being unsubstantiated i~ other languages. Latil' and Ancient 
Greek ~ for e x ample~ distinguish s yn tacticall y also expressions 
of wishing ( and feat-i ng 1n Ancient \- ·-ee l .· , wr ,' . .- ~ and Menomini 
distinguishes systematicall y also a quotative (l i k e man y other 
1 angLl2.ges) . Sadock and Zwic ky also identify mino r 
e >~ cIa mat ion ~ i mprecat i ··./e CJPt 2"ti \leS - and d i .:; tin 9 u i sh 
subtypes of the three main ( 'most f r eq u ent' ) 
The point 1S~ however~ not t ha t t h ere appear to be more than 
three '3entence 1n 
.:::tppear to be b':·v5i c to an',! 
sentence str u cture u~. ed 
for eff : cti ",/8 
'=ome 1 '::''-'9 11 ""9pc: ____ "'- '_\  I '_ \'i::;\ _...J. It 
( Of'- culture ) 
that there 
th~- ee t '. /pPC: 
-l ---' of 
t rl .:::. ,Tt ~ I ' '. I 
_I '. _ I I ...... . " t y pe::=. of u t t et- an c e-=:. 
.. - ,..-.. ...... ., -1 ',.-, , ' , .. ~ 
• ..J_'_.1.0 '_\ communicatiDnv basic 
::~tru.c~:ures fTl3'/ nDt exhaust the field possible sentence 
i- '- ' pp.:= 
'- 1 ---- But since these three t yp es are basic it~s logical to 
a s k t!-is i '3 so. It should be emphasised that ~ -=:.entence 
refers to independent sentences (main There 
are rather more categor ies in the classification of 
sentences t h .3n t~IP~P ~~p ~ ·n !dcp p n· u~pnt _ 1 _ 1 _ _\ I _ ..a.. I --. _ I _ _. Dependent structures can 
be classif i ed~ .'='-:. "I, rpoc,l' '. / p ! l ,-""Ll C::pc:. 
_ '\ - t""'" _ \1 _ Y - - ~ -J - .- !' ~- oc: L! 1 t .~t 'J.' ' IPs:. I _-.J. _ _ .:;\ __ !' 
rl~r-ld i -!- ; --r;~ 1 ,... 
_ ....J l .... '- _ U i I _ . .. ::::::> ~ indirect que·:;::.t i ons ~ t ime~ manner and p 1 .3ce 
cl auses~ "",pl.=.+ i \ /o c1,::" , c::pc: I _ ..... \ __ J.. ., ' _ oJ. ,_\ \.0 \ --' _ ~ !' appos1tlv2 cl auses, and so on. 
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L yC)ns~ d i scus.si on of sentenc9 t y pes points out that the 
d i .:=; tin c t i on bet ~·Jeen and i mperati ves h .3s been 
in traditional grammar~ as one of mood. Declarative 
':;entences +- . can ·_a1 n a \' erb 1n the i n d i cat i './ e mood. Imperati v e . 
~:;en t 9n c es conta.i n a \/ et- b ln the imp era t i '/ e mood. The 
has not been regarded as a mood. The 
according to Lyons (1977:748)~ is th2.t the languages 
~';ih i ch grammar has had to describe ( . ,1 • e. ma inly 
I ndo-Eut- opean) do not have verbs which inflect differentl y fo r 
use in questions~ and so a verbal mood parallel to indicative 
and imperative and corresponding to the Interrogati v e sentenc e 
t './pe has 
- , 
not been recognised. There are, however, lang uages 
which do inflect for interroqati v itv. 
- , 
In Bybee~s sample one-
fifth of the languages ( 10 out of 1:"0) . ...J , have interrogative 
i n"F 1 ecti on ( 1 985: 174) . It may then be reasonable to suggest 
that there is an interrogative mood in these languages. In a 
footnote Lyons surmises that there may be languages with a mood 
~whose basic function is that of expressing doubt or qualifying 
the speaker~s commitment to the truth~ and suggests 
not be unreasonable t .- . .. '-' expect this mood to be used both 
for questions and fer ,:::1 ' .' P .,.. 0 c::. C l' n q _~ . I ___ ' I doubt uncerta1nty 
(1'=777:748). This indeed the case 1· ..... I. a number of languages 
( s Eo? e bel 0 ~~J ~ .-prt~ on I:" C::', ::: "_'- J. J • ..J. __ t ,' !' and it seems c l e a r that the means of 
,:::I '.~ P .,.. t:::l c: r- ; n 9 
_J . I _-J:::) ... _ doubt and uncertai nt '/' In 1 ., n ,.., It., q p II ,_-'" './ P 
.. .:=\ Y - .:=\ - - :;;\- ·:'i S a 
f u r"l d c:t men tal component meaning 'spea ker does not kn OtrJ P 
(propositional content) ~ which is also obviousl y common to th e 
meaning of question mar k ing. 
Mod .?, l i ty 
In almost e '/ e r V ~..., 0 r k 0 n mod ali t '/ cn- mDod~ the 
definition contains t- !- ~ ~~·t d f some re erence ~o a l u e 0 
~attitude towards the proposition~. 
~-3.ttitude~ to\.AJard . t · ~ apr 0 p 0 S 1 _ 1 ::J n :' In discussing 
mar- k er- s found to modify sentence types in Lahu for 
S .::td DC k .3nd and emDtional~ 
tet-ms for the t yp es of attitudes they found. The',/ 
attempted 
mind~ 
, .-J. :;) an 
attitude 
instance!, 
cover 
describe 
~ I- p '-e 
,_ ; J _:::; ~ further~ as expressions of ~mild desire, obviousness~ 
desi ~-e for e f- ,_;t 
... -- . 
( 1 08C:-· 11.., 1 ' 
.. ... , ..... f. ~ I • Although it's 
difficult to interpret 'etc.;t very precisel y ~ on the basis of 
what they describe one can see two fundamental forces at work -
of or desire~ and 
expression of knowledge!, or source of know ledge. 
If mood represents a distinction in sentence t y pes, 
clause types, since freeing it from the semantic restraint that 
it should indicate a grammaticalisation of spea kers;t .3.t t i tude 
it to subsume validly such forms as are characteristic 
of dependent clauses such as subjunctive and conditional ), what 
then is its relationship with modalit y ? 
In seeking a definition for aspect and for tense, Comrie 
( 1976!1 1984 ) starts from the speaker's point of view. If we 
take the speaker's point of view in analysing linguists 
as moda.l forms and markers of 'attitude toward the 
proposi t ion' (such as are e!< emp 1 if i ed 1 n Chapters 2 and 6), it 
15 evident that we are dealing with the speaker's 
of his own state of mind, emotions or feelings. 
I believe, is where modality lies - in the covert way 
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by ~".jh i ch 
(;. e. spe~ke( 's) 
/....mind~ the 
the speaker tells the hearer about the state of his 
status of his knowledge~ whether he is certain or not 
certain, how he came to have the knowledge required to make the 
:::. t.::t t emen t ~ what he wants or feels. T+- ;._ .l. '_ ... :;j in the use of a form 
~4,jh i eh ;..- s'-'e-;f~r.":">ll ·,; '-pp,.,I ·' er ... :=. t-J L... , J. _ = ...., :=. _ ':=\ t ·, non-referential for e:< pressi ng 
the cpe - "' et- ~ ,--' dt·. ;::) Inner ment2.1 or emotional state that the essence 
of modality is to be found. That IS~ the speaker does not say 
:0 I (don't) know X~ or ~I want X' y et the hearer understands~ 
from the modalised sentence, that the speaker is signalling 
t h E-?se sen S2S. 
Not enough work has been done in the anal ysis of e :< pre s s ion 
of feelings In language (probably because in most 1 ,3n g uag 12S 
familiar to most linguists feelings are expressed 
intonationally 
of L(f1jvi6 tl.CS 
- a dLrricuLt ar-eaK, to warrant i t '5 unequi './ ocal 
inclusion In a definition of modality, but the fact that some 
languages do have morphemes expressing certain feelings in 
:~imiJ.ar sorts of systems as t y pical modal forms take part In 
Ladakhi h ~c: mod:"l I '_. -oJ ' . .;.:-\. suffixes for feelings and sentiments ~ 
suggests that this requires more thought. 
i~nd despite the relevance and importance to a complete 
definition of modal i t ·1' of reference to speaker's wants (NOT 
forms express the wants of the subject of the sente~ce 
such as a verb 'want~), it has not been possible to include 
further analysis of these forms. It can be noted however that 
the imperative is not the onl y means of non-overtly saying , T ... 
. . . The deontic forms of permission (1 st person 
interrogative) and obligation (some forms ) express speaker's 
~".jants or desires - for e~< amp 1 e ~ I look?:O, ~you must 
come and visit us soon:O 'r must have that book:O~ convey to the 
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that the speaker means ~I want 1 i k: (:? •• ~ • 
Decntic modality has not been treated independentl y In this 
·-t, ld' " ~ '- , 'fa of semantic i ntere·:;t that fOr-ms used for 
e n;ct-em;, 
-~ .,. - ' - ~. '- notions In so many languages have deontic me an i ng ':; ~ 
but it , ,-= . :.. -J evi dent f ~-om t hi .- ·-t-'l...J" th-.4-_, I ... ~ :::; '_ :_ r~ 'f _ I ':=\ ,_ deontic /epis temic 
=;;mb; "Lli t- \/ ; n \.o.~ . ... '-::I •• '- I .... I f ot-ms ~'.'nt-Occl· nn 
- ,,, t-" '- - ' -" -:::J beth poss.i b iIi t ';'/ and 1 : . 
..... .:::. I ~ v ;::, n t ~ 1 m ("' ~ +- ;:::I~.' r' I I ''= l' ' . .'':::' 1 \/ t a \ .' ~ v- b .... \- ;! r m'::: I ... _ '-\ _ '... ....t --' _ _ ." _. _\...J 'I' _ I" _ ." _ I __...- • It may therefore be 
a function of the verbal nature of those forms rather than 
-r- '-'-' -'.' -- --- ~4- .::l f ti -- ,-n,= ·_E=>:=>.::3.t l l_onl_l...;m ... l.. ·anc ·_ 0 no _ ... !....;n:=> • Modality exhibited by other 
of possibilit "l . ::.nd ner-oc:: .. :::i t-'. I '-" I _ '-- _ -.J. ._ .' encompasses other 
g V-;::, ..... m-.L. 1· -",.,1 I '_\:ii ci L I_ .~.l.. forms and other ambiguities. 
From this point on~ then~ the term modality will be used to 
refer to the 
.. - · ... h---4-·-P e , 1 j-' It ·::\'::;) ,_ 1 \... ~. 
e!< preSSIon (b \! 
. l 
. -+ 1 t . , 1 n , J. ec _Ion a ... ~ derivational!! 
or adverbial/particle means) of the qualification 
of ·:;pl~ .~. kiE!r ~ s state of knowledge. The study has thus 
ret:ur-ned full circle to Epistemic Modality as intended 
phi losopher':;~ and dealing with knowledge~ e >: c e p t t hat i t lS 
~- p pc'; r l' - -, 1 \ ' ::-.> -- J. T L. c;4. J. .r' the speaker~s knowledge which IS to be understood 
as being expressed by modal forms. 
~S .... q. Mood 3.nd ~1od ali t "./ 
.. 
In making a declarative statement~ a speaker- is signalling 
to a h,~arer: ~I~m saying this because I want you to know it; 
,., 
~ 
I k n 0 ltl i t 1 ':; .:; 0 ~ When a declarati v e sentence contains a 
mod.al form othEr than the indicative mood~ the modal form 
countermands the i nd i cat i ·· . i2 modal . l ' + . lmp_lca ... lon ~ I it lS 
so~ and substitutes one of ~I don~t know it is so~. The modal 
.... t::" 
/ ...... 1 
fo~m also signals whethe~ the speake~ knows something which 
allows him to think it lS so O~ whethe~ he knows nothing at 
all. If he dbes know something, a fu~the~ component of meaning 
inhe~ent in the modal form may indic3te what t '.ine of , r e'/ i dence 
his knowledge is based on. Depending on the type of e vidence 
a " - ; 1 - b 1 c::: ~ . .., ci "" ... .:..i *_ , the speaker- will convey a level of certai nt'/ or 
uncertainty concer-n1ng his dec 1 a r- at i I:] n . is 
communicated by a form which expresses the speaker~s conviction 
that he knows that what he is saying is so. In languages such 
as English this form is called the indicative mood. In other 
it may be called ~eye-witness~ o~ =' i=I'.' PP""'; i=lnt 1· :.1 =' _ " _ J .1. _ _ .... , 
mood. 100:~ uncertainty 1S imp 1 i ed by the speaker='s 
expression of his lack of knowledge about something. 
implication comb i nes ~'-li th lrlant i ng to knOlrl~ ~"./e ha'./e the 
interrogative mood. If modality is understood to be an 
E? >~ pre s s ion of the state of the speaker=' '5 knolrJl edge, both 
indicative and interrogative moods express modal1ty. Here 1· .--:::;, 
wher-e mood and modality merge and are neutralised. Indicat ive 
and interr-ogative moods ~epresent the extremes of the spea ker~s 
state of knowledge~ 
not knowing. 
5.5 The state of 
Possibility 
1.e. the state of knowing and the state of 
not knowing Intert-ogati ve and 
Epistemic possibility conveys the implication: ='1 don't know 
X 1S (/was/will be) so; I don='t know anything to make 
me think it so~ nor do I kn O~'J 
anything to make me think it is (/was/will be) so='. Points 
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~.J i th in the scale of probability proposed In Chapter ~4JOU 1 d 
have a similar initial component of meanIng~ but then involve 
an implication something like: ~I can think of something which 
makes me think X is just possible/probable/(not) very likely/ 
et c. =' . 
F' 0 s sib iii t y an d interrogativity both imply ~ I don='t 
~"Jhether x is ( / ~"J a s / w ill be) so=' . Some I '3.n guages '3how 
possibility markers to be formally identical with interrogative 
markers. 
Steele 
( 1 ) 
( '7' ) ...... 
(1975:53) mentions the particle kwi~ In 
kwi~ tokonmokwilis 
MOD you:will:take:from:him 
='Perhaps you will take from him~ ( F 6-27) 
I . '.x. r:. W 1 '::; 
Q 
ok konmati 
yet they: kno~6J: it 
:ODo they yet perhaps know?=' ( I::' 6-1"7) 
... , ..L ..... 
Classical 
In Kobon (Papuan - Davi es, 1981) the particle aka is used 
for interrogatives~ speaker uncertainty~ or for 
al ternat i \/es ( , or =' ) (p'"'lO) . . ..... .  
(4) 
(5 ) 
ne kaj ap m~d-bp aka 
2sg pig INDEF be-PERF3sg aka 
='Have you any meat?=' 
oipe urn-db aka 
35g die-PERF3sg aka 
='r think he may have died/Has he 
ne maj aka m:t t)l:IJ-molJ 
,",.- 9 
...:.;::; sweet potato or taro eat -PF:ESCF: I P2sg 
=' Wi 11 you eat s~·Jeet potato or taro?=' 
indicating 
( p 6) 
(p 180) 
died?=' 
( p74) 
The dubitative suffix in Coch.:::tbamba (Quechua - Lastra~ 
1968) ~ -ellS, is also used for indirect questions~ or 
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alternative constructions (p41) : 
(6 ) 
(7 ) 
(8) 
WC:H"-Ia-S-cus ... 
ask II a-cus p 1 Sl -CU'S 
imayna-pi-cus nasicikorqanipis 
~perhaps the children~ 
:'much Dr little=' 
:or wonder how I had 
the child:' 
Palmer (1986:78) mentions also Serrano as having a Dubitative 
particle which may also be used as interrogative mar ker. 
Possibility and interrogativity can be seen to be notionally 
vet-y close. It isn't surprising then, that some languages have 
forms which can function either as a simple statement of 1 "" -I" 
... ~C:/'" 
of knowledge or as an expression of a desire to know what isn:ot 
knoll-Jn. 
The state of knowing - Indicative mood and Eye-witness 
In many languages (including English)~ a state of knowing is 
considered to be unmarked. It is real ized gt-ammati call y as 
indicative mood~ and may differ formally from other modal 
for-ms. In some languages however, there at- e mar p h emes 
this mental state which ar-e formally the same as 
other modal forms (such as inference). This section 
grammatical realizations of the speaker:Os 'state of 
i.e. indicative mood or its equivalents. 
Indicative mood implies :' I know X is (/was/II-Ji 11 
presents 
1 • ., 
r::n Oll-Jl ng' !I 
be) 1 so. 
Semantically closest to the indicative mood are forms which 
indicate to the hearer that the speaker was an eye-witness at 
an event and so is assumed to know what he's talking about. 
There are very few languages which appear to this 
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notion independently of eithe~ the indicative mood o~ a for-m 
which indicates visual or- other sensory perception as well. It 
1 .:; significant in regard to this that in many languages ther-e 
is a ~elationship between the notions of =' see~ and 
sometimes of same form (e.g. Anc. Gk. oida~ ="5ee='~ ='know~) or-
cognate f or- m':; (Lati:l videre 'see' ~ Eng. wise~ wit) (and see 
S~'Jeet ser 1984 ~ Chap 2). 
H l' ".' I ., "':'I r- \ / an -, .. r -o..::;\ " d {C.::lrib .. -\' .- 1979) has a s y stem of 
phrase-final particles indicate the status 
speaker's knowledge. They ar-e (p.143): 
t~ 'heat-say' · i .e. specifically signalling that the 
speaker was not an eyewitness of events he 
describes 
of 
m~ 'deduction' 1.e. the speaker has made a deduction 
fr-om facts which he mayor- may not spell out 
na 'uncer-tainty' i.e. the speaker IS uncertain~ also 
mp3:n~ 
used in rhetor-ical questions 
, cartai nt \l' ~ 
imp~r..",tiv~c: .. _ 0;;;\ _ ... '<tf' _.." 
'prediction' or 'warning'; 
it has the sense of 'see to 
' .. .,i th 
·t th t-1 _ a_ 
~"J e ' 0 pin ion' ~ 'r- e colle c t ion' ~ 'c au n t era f fir mat ion ' 
mpe 'positive doubt'~ 'scepticism' 
a 
'lOLl 
a phrase has none of these particles~ the implication IS 
specifically that of 'eye-witness' (p143). Mpini, we~ a n d zero-
marking (eye-witness) occur with 'nonpast certain' verb forms. 
Ti~ mi~ na and mpe occur in nonpast contexts only with 'nonpast 
uncertain=' \/erb forms. The nonpast uncertain verb form used 
without 
(p138) : 
(9 ) 
·3.n y accompanyIng particle 
amanheno 
2sg-dance-NONPST UNCERT 
='Do you dance?' 
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indicates interrogat ivity 
In Bella Coola (Salish - Davis and Saunders~ 1979)~ when one 
ma kes an assertion unqualified by any modal +. 1 par .... lc e~ 1 • e. 
using indicative mood~ it is assumed that the speaker has been 
present at the event~ and has ~witnessed~ what he is reporting 
either visually~ or by feel~ by ear or by smell (pp35-6). 
example the hearer may assume on being told the following~ 
( 11]) taws-¢ ti-nup-nu-tx 
damp-it PRDX.NON.FEM-shirt-y our-PRDX.NON.DEM. 
~Your shirt is damp~ 
For 
that the speaker has felt what was an otherwise dry-looking 
(p36) . And when 1-r--'d ._ .~.J. 
( 11 ) cp-a7t-is snac ti-pot-t x 
wipe-CL-it /h e Snac PROX.NON.FEM-boat-PROX.NON.DEM 
~Snac wiped the boat~ 
he may assume the speaker saw Snac wIpIng the boat ( p35 ) . Thus 
zero marking 1n Bella Coola equates with 100% certainty based 
on direct evidence. 
In Hi xk aryana and Bella Coola, then, the unmarked v erb form 
e x presses eye witness or experiential notions. 
Quechuan languages have morphemes with me ·::\n i ngs 
similar to the ~witness~ sense of Be 11 a Coo 1 a ~ .:; i n die at i \/e 
mood. In Inga mi 1S called ~action witnessed-affirmati ve~ by 
Levinsohn (1975 :14). Sentences in which it appears, 
are more experiential than ~eye~-witnessed, e.g., 
( 12) carropi 
in vehicle 
:t I went in 
rini-mi Santiagoma CR) 
I went+ to Santiago 
a v ehicle to Santiago' 
The other members of the ~deictic' aspect encl itics 
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however~ 
in Inga 
ar e (Lev i n soh n 1 975 : 14-15) : 
chu 
Sl 
cha 
SIca 
action witnessed-negati v e 
action reported to the speaker 
action deduced b y the speaker as having 
probably occurred (char - probab ili t y 
reinforced) 
action speculated as possible b y t h e 
speaker 
These particles are normally cliticised to the ver b~ but if 
they are cliticised to an element preceding the v erb th e 
sentence~ that element 1 S '5een to be rhematic (usuall y 
understood to be the carrier of new information ~ or the least 
known element) e.g., 
( 17) \ . ..;, n 1 '5p aca 
after that 
='After that 
S t ' ' (F' ) an _1 agoma-ml , ,+ , 
to Santiago + 
I went to Santiago~ 
rini 
I went 
(Apparently the same situation - holds for Hi xk ar y an a, ~-'J he r e the 
verific .iition particles occur most of t en in the v e r b ph r ase but 
frequently also on constituents which have been fr onted .3nd 
receive a certain amount of focus l Q -,q· 1 f) ~-4) ) , I t . oS. .. t 0_ . 
In Ayacucho -mI is added to the phrase in a clause which is 
considered to be the most important informati on ~ and, In 
contrast with -51 (hearsay) and -cA ( c on j ect ure )~ it ind icates 
that the speaker is speaking from personal 
conviction (Parker 1969:82-3). 
In Imbabura -mi is gI v en the term ='first-hand i nf ormation=' . 
Examples again appear tc indicate that the spea ker is present 
at an event: 
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( 14 ) u -=:;h i-wan Agatu-pi-mi kan-paj 
you-of daughte~-with Agato-in-FIRST-HAND INFO 
tupari-~ka-ni 
meet -F' AST - 1 -5g 
~ I met you~ daughte~ ln Agato~ ( Co 1 2 ~ 1985: 164 ) 
-ml belongs to a set of ~validators~ a~e independent 
s u f f i :< es a b 1 e to at t a c h to an ';l con s tit u e n t 1 n a cIa use. -mi is 
usually thought to mark sentence rheme (but see Cole 1985:166 
for discussion of evidence of possible superfi=ial grammatical 
constt-ai nt) . The validators of Imbabura are (p164): 
ma(ri ) 
m1 
shi 
cha(ri) 
chu 
emphatic first-hand information 
first-hand information 
conjecture/speculation!( 'I suppose 
doubt (~maybe:' ) 
yes-no question and negation 
:' \ 
I 
Tuyuca (Tucanoan) 1S cited by F'almer as ha v ing a system of 
five evidentials In which visual evidence is distinct from 
other sensory evidence. The - examples he gi v es of -=:;entences 
with visual evidence and other sensory evidence particles are 
the followin';J~ both meaning :'He played -=:;occer:' ( 1986:67~ 
Barnec lQ04·~~f). _ _~ , w . I •
( 15) 
( 16) 
dliga 
d{iga 
/ -
ape-Wl 
-I t. ape- 1 
(I sa~4J him pIa y) 
(1 heard the game and him~ but 
didn't see him play) 
from 
The on 1 ''l language In my sample . which has a morp h eme 
specifically to signal direct observations is Lada khi (S i no-
Tibetan - Koshal, 1979: 195-6): 
( 17) kho-e l~aQ-ma t~d-din-duk 
3sg-ERG tree cut -OB. F'R. C ONT. 
'He is cutting the tree' (observed by speaker ) 
(-din represents continuous aspect.) 
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The ~obse~ved~ morpheme~ -dug~ can also ~efe~ to the past. and 
the past tense marker follows the evidential suffix (p199) : 
(18) ca thuQ-Qin-duk-pin tshe-waO-Qi 
Tsgewang-ERG tea drink-Ob.PST.CONT. (=CONT-VIS.EVID-
PST) 
~Tshewang was drinking tea~ (observed by speaker) 
Like the indicative mood~ the use of visual evidentials or 
~witness~ indicates that the speaker knows what he~s 
talking about. The heare~ unde~stands the speake~ to be 
meaning~ ~I know: it , , 15 SO' • In the Quechuan languages~ and 
Tuyuca and Ladakhi, the morphemes which car~y this information 
are part of a set of grammatically equivalent modal forms. In 
other wo~ds, the state of knowing In these languages 15 not 
formally distinct from states of not kn owing, as it is in 
Hixkaryana, Bella Coola and English. 
5.7 Summary 
Modality has been con5ide~ed as the use by the speaker of a 
form which communicates to the hearer the 5peake~~s state of 
knowing or state of not knowing. Under this definition the two 
basic moods, indicative and interrogative, exp~ess two extremes 
of modality. It was seen that sometimes possibility and 
interrogativity have the same grammatical ~ealisation. It was 
also seen that indicative mood and eye-witness o~ expe~iential 
notions can be g~ammatically equivalent. 
The next chapte~ will examlne grammatical realisations of 
the concept of Necessity. This involves fo~ms which convey 
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that an inference has been made. These forms~ it will be seen~ 
are often able to convey either an evidential meaning or an 
inferential one. 
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CHAPTEF~ S I X 
NECESSITY 
6.1 Introduction 
Thi ·s chapter will present a description of forms which 
express Necessity (inference) as has been done for Possibility 
in Chapter Two. Parallel with the root!epistemic ambiguit y of 
forms expressing possibility~ there is an established ambiguity 
between a deontic and an epistemic meanlng in forms expressing 
necessit~/. Forms manifesting this ambiguity are presented 
after discussion of other types of expression of necessity of 
~-.jh i ch they may be seen to form a subset. These other types 
have been called ~evidential' because they provide the hearer 
with an indication of the source of the evidence from which the 
speaker has drawn his conclusion. Some of these e v identials 
indicate ln one context that the speaker knows something is so 
because of specific evidence~ and in another context that the 
speaker doesn't know for sure~ lS so~ because but thinks ; 1-
... '- J:Jf 
specific evidence. 
6.2 Inference and Sensory Evidence 
In both Ladakhi and Bella Coola there is a form which 
'si gnal s that inference is made on the basis of vi sual 
evidence!' but without the speaker's having actuall y witnessed 
the event itself. 
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Bella Coola 
( 1 ) 
Ladakhi 
(2) 
West 
7atwilar-cp rna 
~Maybe it~s raining/Maybe it rained' 
(This is used if speaker notices puddles but 
does not see rain falling ) (Davis and Saunders 
di-riQ 
today 
ch ~r-Pd 
raIn 
nom khor-te 
ha\/i ng overcast 
taO-f)ok 
9 i V' e - F • B. I n f . P r. 
duk 
be 
( ~;: : 0 5 hal ~ 
1q70·":!'8~ 
• I I I • "_ I ~ 
~The sky is overcast today~ it is going to rain~ 
Greenlandic (Eskimo - Fortescue~ 1984:293) has a form 
which is used for inference specificall y from visual 
gLlnar ~ . 
(3) 
In 
~it seems, no doubt': 
nilli-runar-puq 
be cold-gunar-3sgINDIC 
=' I t. ( the w a t er) i S Lln d au b ted 1 yeo 1 d ' ( e. 9 . fro rn 
looking at it) 
I'.Jg i ',I amb aa <Australian Donaldson, 1980) the sensory 
evidence clitic, -gara, can imp 1 y inference from, as well as 
direct perception of, any of the senses: 
(4) 
' C") \..J 
wara:y-gara=dhu=na 
bad+ABS-SENS.EVID=lNOM=3ABS 
bung i "lami ',Ii 
change with fire + PAST 
dhinga:=dhi 
meat+ABS=10BL ( .~-;r , ) p~ / t:J 
:or have burnt my meat so it's no good~ to judge by 
the smell of it' 
dhagun-gir-gara nina dhinga: 
earth-nasty with-SENS.EVID this+ABS meat+ABS 
ga-ra 
be-PRES 
='This meat tastes nasty with the earth' 
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/ In Ewe (Nige~-Kordofanian ) the form nya indicates infer e nc e 
f~om sensor y evidence: 
(6) t<ofi 
t:::of i 
:0 Kof i 
\ / 01 ce) 
/ 
a-n y a 
FUT ( SUBJ~)? ) -n "/ 3 
must be at home~ 
,-
nJ afeme 
sta'l at hou '5e 
( e. g. seeing l i i,h+- c -~ '--- hea r in g 
The status of ny~ 15 not absolutel y ce~tai n b u t IS a s s umed to 
be \/ erbal as it carries tense. (The stat u s of a- 1 '5 not 
,30b '501 utel '/ certain mao'y' b e ei t h er future o r 
subjuncti \Ie) • Ny~ is used in other contexts to me a n 
-' / 
e.g. nya-nu ( know- thing ) = ~clever~ wise:O; dzidzo ma-nya-g blo 
". 
ade (joy NOT-know-say - INDEF ) = ~an indescribable j Oy' . -" If nya 
is a verb~ it is the onl y example in my sample of inf erence 
f~om sensory e~idence being e x p~essed b'y' v erbal means. All 
other forms are particles / clitics or v erb suffi x es. 
In those languages in which sensor y evident i al infor mation 
( e~<cept specifically visual evidence) has I e~< i c a I """"'- 110 """ l::::ci 0- i !' 
inference from evidence of some other sort c an '50met i mes b e 
implied by the forms as well. For e x ample both Ladakhi and 
Bella Coola ha v e forms o O'J p"- i=l r- ,- , n 9 .... ,\. I _:;:) => .1. inferen c e, f r om '::;ensory 
perception other than visual~ which are also u sed fo r inferenc e 
based on knowledge of habit!' c u s t omar y actions 
In Ladakhi the form I S -thig-r3g (Koshal 1979: 2 12 ): 
( 7 ) 
( 8 ) 
qol-m~ 
Dolma 
='Dolma 
yoa-thi g o-r7J k 
come-App.8.Inf 
is coming:O (a I~uess b y heat-ing foot '::. t ep°::'~ 
etc) 
kho dil-li-a ~ha-thig-r~ k -pin 
3sg Delhi-OAT go-App.S. I n f-PST 
~He used to go to Delhi' ( a (;juess) 
(The comments given in brac kets are those of the a u t h or. 
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\/oi ce 
(p212) 
From 
the descriptiDn of the inferential functiDn of form 
though!, ~guess~ IS l ~I.' e" " 
..i. " , l. l to ~-ef er to a ~calculated~ g u ess!' 
that 1 '5~ Dne ba '5ed on SOWle e \/ i dence. ) 
In Bella Coola the evidential form 1S ck ( Da v i '5 and 
Saunders, 1979:38): 
(9) 7atwila-i-<;l) ck 
:0 I fig ur e i tis " I T raln1ngl J. it rained' 
In the present tense context the particle ck indicates that the 
speaker has non-visual sensory evidence (e.g. hear i ng sound (Jf 
r- a in on r- oaf) . Tn - D""C:.f.. tenc:e -on+-C::P"t .J.. ,:.1. ' C\ -' ... ..., t- I 0_ '- "" ~ 
. , 
ck implies that the 
'5peaker has drawn a conclusion based on sensor y evidence ( such 
as feeling a wet shirt on the line which was thought to be dr y ) 
but not on evidence from actually being present at the e \lent · 
(h€-?ar- i ng the rain on the roof). The level of certaint y which 
the use of ck implies 1S very high~ 'perhaps uniforml y ar o und 
qO·l ~ 
, I. (Davis and Saunders 1970 ·":!"R' .J. I'.r _ ,_, _ I • 
The form which signals that a deduction is made based on 
knowledge of the subject's customary actions, Dbligations. o r 
i ntenti l::Jns is a construction consisting of a particle lu (the 
mean1ng of whi Cl-I is not firmlv established but is believ ed 
.' 
to 
indicate ~ e ~< p e c tat ion s val i d ' ( D a './ i '5 ·3 n d Sa u n d e r s 1979: 56 ) ) !' 
plus the particle ck: 
( 10) cp-a7t- is lu-ck snac ti-pot-tx ( p40) 
'I fiqur-e Snac will wipe the boat as he 
intends to/is supposed to/usually does' 
The forms dlscussed lD this section hav e invol v ed inference 
specifically from sensory evidence. These forms might be 
thought of as indicating the speaker~s state of knowledge t o be 
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1 i k: e: ~ I kil o ~'J t hat X but I h a v e , .-J.. ::. 
evidence of a certain sort whi ch ma k es me thin k that it IS so~ . 
~) -r~ ~Lt - ~-amm~~ ir al ~ .I. l-J ::::> 1-::; I _ J • .::;\ :_.. _ .... 
ve~b suffi x es and perhaps a v erb ( Ewe~ ny~ ) . 
, -.. 
I:J:. ''::1 Inference and !-l c:. .::. r .:- a' , I ' '0- '_\0 :.:;) Y 
from li on-wi tn essed 
implied b y a form which can also 
f 01'- e ~< amp 1 e ~ ·3 ·:=.entence such 
( 11 ) Kemal 
Kemal 
t:::emal 
g/?l mi ~ 
c ome-m i .~; , 
came 
·::;·en ::·or '/ e vidence 
.; r l·-I 1· .- at- 0 he ~r s.::l '" .i.. '''';' t.- - __ '_ .:::;\ '-\0 OJ • 
,-' l' t i ,- r-
'_ J. _ • '_ :::)!' 
, .-
.. =, o-F ten 
Tn "'1 ' t -- l"l' '-h 
.. ,_ i ; ' . :;:, 
ambi guou':=' bet~-'Jeen the cpc:..::.I~ Qt- ~ c hcinn +- 'Ol ~ +-hl~+- Vom~ l 
- - '- --.. ', \.- _ ' ...., '- -4 , '::« __ • '--' ... , ..... \ '- I ', '_ • C\ .. 
come though he hasn~t ':;een hi rTI "l et ~ and hi ·s cr.::.p' ng -J __ .... r::: e IT: a I ~ .:; C 0 a t: 
and infet-t-ing that he ha':'; come · ( Slabin and Ak::.u, 1982: 187). 
Gr- sen 1 an die sima 1· '=_. -l· .."i' -v-' " '::;:.. ; d. 1. .::t i J. :1" .3mb i /::lua u 's 
1 '=784: 294) : 
( 12) 
( 13) 
nalunaaqutaq pingasut tuqu-sima-vuq 
clock three die-sima-3sgINDIC 
~He died at 3 o'clock' 
siallir-sima-vuq 
rain-sima-3sgINDIC 
=' It ..... Llr-.L h - '. ' 0 ~- ~ ~ n c:.d ' 
_ 111 ;;:)/_ I c'.,, __ / '=.1. , ..... 
( h - - .- .: - ,/ ) 
'. , , t::1 c'. r ..J c'. .7 ' 
(on seeing puddles) 
Si rna c .~n be used to express inference based on 
I' r- -"'-~~ '"""- /l '"' 
, r LJ I l.. '= =. L- ._ . '::: ~ 
an y sense 
pet-cepti on. In combination with the future m- ..... I·· er-ctl ,.... !' ssa , it 
also appe .~rs to signal inference from knowledqe other than 
sensory perception ( p294): 
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( 14 ) K¢benhavn i-miis-simassa-aq 
Copenhagen-be in-simassa-35gINDIC 
~ She must be / hav e been in Copenhagen~ 
Both West Greenlandic 51 ma .~nd mi~ ar-e +-ho '_ ' ' '\eo.. mar- k er-s 
of aspect In S · - L.. 1ma L..an ue us:.ed modall '/ 
af t f=l"- - n' I +- 01'"'1 '-0 .... __ I ct Y , __ 1,::;' ·_ marke/"- . Tn ; t ·- h '""' - ..- .- .. , ... '. .. .- 0 " ,- -• ___ =- i ; ·:::tl '=>~" j ;:j ,_ . i :::it:: ~ toCJ~ can be 
used after any tense mar k er~ but In it ·s inf l::r-ential u·se .• it is 
restricted to use with past or present tense. 1 n+er-enct;? 
about the future I; 0 \ ..... '- . .~ canf i dent 
E:l"pt-es""'e ri 1,lith - , , :-.:-...-tl· - 1 ,:::; • _ , ' .. =:;:j ...., if'l.... _ .. -::1. I-' ~. I ,_ J. '_ 
v· .a '~mur I _ 
rain(n) 
\l a ,~(. - .~ ,- a k l -".d _. - - . 
.,.. .::0; r -· ( \ .:1- , ) -Fl IT I '_\.... Ii.. ,. 1_ ' ~ __ 
herhalde 
p ~-obab 1 y 
;t I t I'J l' 1 1 r-! ~--, h ~ b· 1 '. i ..- =< ; -I ' ~ 
" ..... . T'"'" I - '- .... .I. 1 J ..... " oM I 
( Her-halde t 1'- ·::,n ·:; 1 ·3. t es , ; 1- 0 ~- - 1 1 '...-... .... _._ I .::\ *'" ... , , . . 1 r , 
r", I! (.,- '''''1 .::. 1 1 ' j 
11 - I I ; ...... J. l i!·::::.o d 
_. -- .....-
~ '-I'''-:::'ll '/~ 
::) _ '.I I;;... Y or 
1967:217).) 
P ..,..r-.d l' - + ; '--n ) i t:::: 1_ '_ .... :....JI " mu ·::;t 
and 
=' r~ ..... + .::. ; n 1 \.~ !' 
' __ , _ '_"" : I J.. ~ 
In Ab kha z i r -F e t- p n r p 3. " d h e ~ ~- s .::) '." .~ r p p ~ . ~ P !I"' ~ C . C e rl b \... +- h p , • - - - .... & I • I "-., "-. ,'I _ _ _ . • I __ ............ ..' "-, , _ 
( 16 ) 
+ h ,,,",,1'" '""' .; c: 
"_ I t::;: , r: J.._' 
to ·=.pr'·= i-:t- \/ -;:::I'\.··~ d~rI L-;:=' __ , ,-..r _ J _ 7 ..... _I _ ( WI ':d.,i i- + 
.. '"_ T'I . -'-!t 
da-~t~-zaa+p' / -zaa+r~+n 
he-l ie-
1070. 1 q .L..) . 
J- II .. .. ~ • ••• _.: ~ 
~Apparentl y he is / was l y ing down' 
allomorph 's zaa+p:O / zaa+r~ +n conditioned ln 
zaa+p:O follows n onpast~ aorist or per-fect 
zaa+r~+n follows past~ imper-fect or- conditional. > 
b·::? 
:=·ame 
IS 
the 
The elements zaa and p:O are used to mark future in stati ve and 
dynamic ver-bs respectively; the complex element ra +n 
'./erbs in conditional sentences but i s made up of 
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r~~ a future marker~ and n, C\ ~finite~ ending Dr past tense 
mar ker (pp1 72-9). 
Forms 'rJh i ch imp 1 .. / that evidence , .-
- = . hear '3a'/ ha\/ e an 
.; 'TIP' ~ L- ..... t ~ 0"'" c:i TIl' , :,., .,- t ·-, 
.i.. J ...L '::'. _ J.. 1 I 1 ...J .. f oJ. ';::;\ I _ I...." of inference from sensDr y evidence~ 
something 1 i k e: ~I don't know (for sure ) that X IS so~ 
I' v e told that it IS so but been ( = T , ... have evidence of a 
par-t icuia.r sor-t <verbal) ~~Jhi ch ma kes me thi nk that it i ,::;, -::;.0' ). 
In each of the three languaqes discussed In this 
tht~ modal marker lS affixal and functions alsD a ':=;· a mar-ker 
either of aspect (TI l"- I .. i ·-h .. _ i r·o ... ~ !If IIJp_~t_ ~~PP(l' ~""'dl' -) \0 _ ' -J I _ _ J. . i I 1_ I or of 
(Ab"'h-"') .. t·. J c.. ... ..:.. r _ 
6.4 Hearsay' 
Some languages have a form which signals hearsay alone. The 
Q III.::.rhll . .=:n 
-"","- - , --" languages previousl y mentioned ( T_- q -.. .I., , . _ .;:t ~ Imb .:?,bura 
Ayacucho) and 
I '-'g-if ct ~ Ayacucho~ 
H~ , .. I.· ..... r ' .. -na 1 J. ..... r,o·:\ i ·:::t i_ 
-nd HI' ". '.' -.,-·· .. -1·1 -
,:;i. ;. , ', r,, ·;:t, .'i·:;l. ·::.i ~ 
have hearsav-onl v , .. 
the , . . ..,.,-ti ,-1 P +Ilrlrt i 0(- " ::::, 1· r-. r:=\j _ .. _ ... - . - - - ~ -- ,- • I 
same way as the other members of t h e sets of 'validators', 
and 
In 
the 
, ,::) 
..... '_ II 
~n 1· n,rlpp 0 r-.d p n+ prIL-ll· tl· r 0 1'"" =pntpnrp _\ . -"" _ _ 1. _ _ _ _ _ _.I i _ _ _ _ _ _ p .... .,..t.;r'o •• ::\, _";'_J.. . __ Tr-. .1.. i I mb .3.bura 
t.h E~ ~-I I:':I .~ t- C . =1 \ / ,--.. ---- .. ~ P -, r- t ; -, -- i .. - ·1- 1'"' - n r - p -, t- c:. n ~- , . .. I d, ... 1_ '" t::! ..Lo ::. :... ..:..i : : . .;:\ '_ ._ J. Y 
r. P"- .:::::. r-. '-. ,::::, ; (" -1 r1 III :> ~- .1:.,_ 0 r- 11", 0 f '1- ~i 0 '.J p .,.. b 1"'-' _I _--'11 _... -:::J _ ... ,.:;."\, If _ '_ ' ' _ 9'_1 
Kitu-p i kawsa-n 
I]uito- in li···/e-3 
ni-n 
.-.." .. _"":!' 
::..;;:\ ~T' , _I 
-Frem 
(Cole~ 
~ It is. said that he 1 i ···.res in Quito' 
Thl' .-, :;:) e>~ amp 1 e cannot be as ha\/1 ng 
the 
clausal 
complement of nin (say ·='.5 omb"""ddpn rJ .:::'L'C. O·:: ~Pql 11'.,..0 thel' r __ , I I t::" _ '--' '-..;;\. _ ...... -J i _ _110 I _ _ 
verb to be nominalised. It too is therefore functioning in 
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(p14 ) . 
Ngiyambaa (Australian) has a hearsay particle~ -DHan ~ ~'4h i ch 
, "= on-l';+-i ,-
.. ~ '_ I !_ ~ 1_ ... ""- !If 1 ike the sen ":; a r "y' e vi den c epa r tic 1 e ~ -g ar a ~ tot he 
first word of the sentence Cp243): 
( 18) Qindu-dhan girambiyi 
you+NOM-LING.EVID sick+PAST 
~You are said to be sick' ( ~/l \ . p~/ w ; 
w 
Bell "~ Cool a has a hearsay particle, k ~ ~·4 h i chI ike 
evidentials in the language appears to follow the first 
in the sent !?nce (usually the verb). i ":; used ~"-li th 
other particles which qualif y the spea k er~s state of k nowledge~ 
it IS the hearsay particle which remaIns closest to the verb 
(Davis and S~unders~ 1979:40): 
( 19) 
w 
cp k 
wipe-CL-it/he QUOT 
~ (Someone said that 
r l·· 
_,9. 
E\i I D+ I NFEF: 
they figure) 
ta-snac t i -pot-t ~< 
( 4'"') \p .~ 
Snac wiped the boat~ 
H e a IJ"" <:: - '. I .f:. a IJ"" m <= , _i -.JC:\ .'T I I .::;~ unlike the forms in 6. 3 which are ambiguous 
between hearsay and inference from sensory evidence~ have shown 
no close ties with tense or aspect. In one language, at least~ 
the form shows a simple derivation from a 3rd singular form of 
t h e verb ~to say'. The particle and enclitic nature of the 
other forms mentioned is consonant with similar derivation. 
6.5 Inference from Unspecified Evidence 
All of the forms which have involved inference in sections 
6. 2 and 6. 3 have been directly connected with the evidence on 
the inference is b3sed. However many languages don~t 
bother to encode specificity of evidence, 3nd use forms to 
imply that the speaker, though unsure of the absolute certainty 
of a situation~s being so, jet has kn owledge which allows him 
to be fairly sure that it is so. Some languages have a form 
which uniquely signals this sense. Three that do will be 
discussed in this section. In most c .3ses~ though, it is in 
thos:.e 1 anguages ~·Jh i ch show the root !epistemic .3.mb i gui t y of 
obligation/inference .j.. ' .j.. ,_na ,_ this type of 
These forms will be discussed in Section 
inference IS f oun d. 
t.. 6 \-' . ' . 
There are some languages with forms that . 1 sl ';lna.l. inference 
from evidence other than =en·-or '..' P\;l' dpl"'(r o ..J ::;) .;, - ., -,-'""-:t or independent of a 
hearsay meaning. Inga (Quechua - Levinsohn 19 75 ) i ·:; one 
], anguage ~"Jh i ch has such a form. In 'deduction' 
t · 1 par lc ... e~ c h a ~ ( cog n .:? t e ItJ i t hIm b a bur a c h a !' 'd 0 u b t ~) imp 1 i e s an 
assessmi=nt of probability derived by inference 
:l O '7'L . 1 C') ., ::;:J. J......J • A final element, -r, may strengthen or reinforce the 
meaning of the particle (Levinsohn 1975 : 15 ) . In the follo~·Jing 
example, presumably, char implies high probability: 
(20) chimanda 
(from there) 
machado-char 
( d r- Ll n k - C H A F: ) 
mar e·:?r i '5p a 
SUjCLlnaCa 1 in 
(some) (completely) 
rlnacurca ... 
(they were going) ... 
rinacurca 
(being travel sick) (they were going) (p24 ) 
~Some presumabl y started out from there 
completely drunk ... They were going along being 
'-1' rl:.;t :;:) _ t. 
This example occurs in a story in which the speaker 1S using 
the ='witnessed:t mode, -mi. However -mi implies certainty~ and 
9
" '-' 
h' r! I 1=. c::.om,:::::l_thl· ng h ' h • . I 1.1-
...... e 1 n 9 -.. run t :: _ _ _ ~.J I 1 C . 1 n n 9 a c U... 1_ U r e ~ [the spea ke r] 
would never pronounce on with certainty concerning an yon e other 
than himself~ 1r-"4' \ J-'-- I • 
uncertainty intc the 
He therefore allows an 
. l ' t · f h ' 1- t 1-1 mp 1 cal on 0 1, 1 S s .... a emen ... 
el (:?ment 
b '" ,'<:::,inq , _\ - 4. _ 
of 
a 
form which indicates that he has deduced the probabilit y of the 
travellers' being drunk. 
The 'deduction' particle in Hixkaryana, -mi~ is described as 
the speaker's making a deduction 'from facts which he mayor 
may not spell out' (D,:::::I-bvchl' - o lq7q·14~'· \ - I 1....J i ..... ,'I ~ . ' _ I • 
(21 ) 
The ···,lerb 
nomokyan ham~ 
3sg-come-NONPST. UNCERT EMPH-DED 
~He is evidently coming (on hearing the 
sound of an outboard motor)~ 
is in the ~nonpast uncertain' form~ 
( p 144) 
indicating an 
element of uncertainty~ but the translation suqqests that the 
I ' .J:.' 1 spea~er IS lalr y sure. 
Ladakhi (Sino-Tibetan Vnchal 1070) ~l-o h~c •• _...J 4" II .  ~ C\_' a form to 
indicate an inference based on some unspecified evidence. The 
C- Ll-'r- f .; " 
_:) oJ. , ' , -tok indicates that the speaker has no first-hand 
knowledge of what he~s talking about but has inferred it 
other kinds of attested evidence or proof (p216). 
to 
(Thi s 
the 'simple 
'-on1-r-,- ·I--
"_ "_ .:;1. ;::) \ . ;::) 
perfect { 1 t d -1- '" , ,camp e e a~~lon, form of the 
other evidential forms in Ladakhi ~ 
fro m 
v erb. 
attach to the stem of the verb or stem + continuous aspect~ 
Presumably this construction (PERF+tok) can onl y refer to past 
events: 
kho-e kh~o-pa-so-ma-~ik ~os-tok 
he-ERG house-new-ART-INDEF buy.PERF-Att.lnf. 
~He bought a house~ 
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(The translation In this example implies definite knowledge~ 
despite its description as an inferential form. But it differs 
:n meaning from the form made up of the simple perfect of the 
verb plus the past tense marker~ -pin~ the implication of which 
is that the speaker has witnessed the completion of the event~ 
I.e. has first-hand knowledge (p200).) 
The examples In this section show that inference from 
unspecified evidence can be signalled by forms which do not 
signal obligation. 
6.6 Obligation a~d Inference 
There 1S a growing volume of data substantiating cross-
linguistically a tendency for languages to use one form to 
signal both obligation and inference (logical necessity) 
(Steele 1975~ Perkins (though the languages quoted by 
Perkins include reference to the permission/ability/possibility 
ambiguity as well~ without distinction)~ Sweetser 1984~ Bybee 
and Pagliuca 1985). It is not surprising therefore to find 
that quite a few languages analysed for this study showed 
realisations of this phenomenon. 
What 1S surprising perhaps is how the forms representing 
obligation and inference are realised grammatically. The 
discussion of the state or status of the speaker~s knowledge so 
far has been concerned mostly with sensory evidence and 
hearsay, or inference derived from such evidence. The last 
section (6.5) dealt with deduction from unspecified evidence. 
In all but one case (Ewe) the grammatical realisation has taken 
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the farm of a particle/clitic~ or verb ':;u f f i >~ • Inferential 
mar kers ~4Jh i ch are formall y identical with forms imp 1 ';/i ng an 
obligation (on the part of the subject of the sentence ) can be 
real i ':;ed as verb suffixes and particles~ but most often are 
found as verbal constructions. 
In this section~ inference (logical necessit y) 1n its 
rel ,~t i onsh i p , th bl' .... ' ~o,Jl 0 1 ga ,_l on (social /moral necessity) will be 
discussed~ according to its grammatical real i ':sat ions. Bound 
farms v-Jill be discussed first~ 
particles and verbs_ 
, , 1 
'- '-I....,) M I...,) • Bound FCJrms 
and then nan-bound farms 
There are a few languages in which a bound form is used to 
-1' ,n- 1 
'::) '-:::t I ci ... either obI igation or i -nference. Tamil (Dravidian 
Asher~ 1982) has a verbal inflection -num~ (related to the full 
. ' 
verb veenLlm ;0 to \&Jant;o (p 168) ) : 
(23) 
(24) 
ganeecan mannaarkutikki pcoyirukka-Qum 
Ganesan Mannargudi-DAT go-PERF -Qum 
:OGanesan must have gone to Mannargudi' 
naan vittukku pookaQum 
I house-DAT go-DEB 
:or must go home' 
(pi' '''' .. I ___ J 
(p167) 
In MOjave (Yuman) ~ the v'erb suf f i }~ -psum indicates ( 1 ) 
inference!, { ..., ) , -- obligation~ and 
j Q76-11C"', • ~." • .....1" e _ 9 _ ~ 
(1) inference 
(25) makha:v-~ ido-psum 
MOjave-SUBJ be-psum 
:OShe must be a MOjave' 
(3) certain future (Monro!, 
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(2) Dbligation 
y 
( 26) 7in e~ 7-iyem-psum 
I lsgSUBJ-go-psum 
~It~s me that has to go~ 
(3) certain future 
y 'y' 
(27) 7in et n -~vupu:k-psum 
I 2obj/lsubj-care-psum 
~I~ll always take care of you~ 
West Greenlandic (Eskimo) uses a deri v atiDnal 
sariaqar to indicate obligation (Fortescue~ 
( '"'8' "" I .... , imir-niru-sariaqar-putit 
drink-more-must-2sgINDIC 
~You must drink more~ 
1 Q84 • "~q,/, • .. .",- .' ~ J . 
a f f i >~ 
This suffix is said to be able to be used ~modall y ~ to indicate 
a degree of "certainty but no examples were gi v en 
could be found in the text. 
L " '"' c:>. 6 • ..;;. Non-bound Forms - Particles 
no~-
The only language in my sample found to ha v e a parti c le ( or 
ad"verb) indicating obligation and inference was coll oquial 
Cair--ene Arabic. The particle 1 .... " a:Zlm comes ln the 
sentence and is understood as deo~tic when followed b y a v erb 
in a non-past!' ~non pre-based~ form (not~ e. g. ~ causat ive or 
progressive~ which are formed by prefixes to the v erb base)!' 
and epistemic when followed by any other form of the verb: 
(29) l~:zim tiru:f1 
necessary 2sg-goPRES 2sg-see-35g 
~You must go and see him~ 
Q7 , , 
(30) 
6 i -:0' .0 . . ";t 
l~:zim bi-y fl ~ab-barra 
necessary PROG-3sq play-outside 
'He must be playing outside' 
Non-bound Forms - Verbs 
8y far the most popular form for containing the two notions 
of obligation and inference is a verbal construction. Like 
English~ man'y languages appear to have more than one v erbal 
IS able to e x press obligation. 
there appea.r to be quite a number of au>~ i 1 i ary 
verbs IJ'-Ih i ch are used to indicate some type of obligation In 
Mandarin only one can function for both epistemic and 
senses - yinggai: 
(31 ) 
(32) 
v - v 
wo yinggai zoule 
I should qo 
='r should go' 
/ , 
z.h ei ge sh I hou 
thisCL time 
='They should 
tamen 
they 
be here 
-yinggai 
should 
by nOIJ'-I' 
d~u zh ~t-
,::trr i \/ e here 
Ie 
PERF 
deontic 
Similarly In Thai although there are two auxiliary modal 
verb,s ~~h i ch '- rI ~ b l ' t . can ue use_ tor 0 _lga lon~ on l 'y' one of 
qualifies for an inferential function as well khuan: 
( "":!"":!, 
"'._' 0_1 I 
(34) 
v khaaw khuan 
he should 
'He should be 
khuan 
" yuu
stay 
there=' 
'\. yuu 
A 
"'-thii nan 
there 
( b 1 . ) 
, 0 1 g. , 
A 
thii A nan 
,,-
1 ce. a:- ~~ 
he should stay there a1 rE~ady 
( . r , 
=' He -shaul d be there by nOIJ'J=' ,1 nT er. , 
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these 
Latin has a modal verb~ debere (as a main verb 
which 1S inflected for person and number of its subject~ tense 
and a ':;pec-!: ~ and takes an infinitive. It can be either deontic 
. f i- ' 1 or 1n eren-..la 
r ~c:", 
"' . _ , • ...) r 
(36) 
non debemus delicati esse 
Not must-1stPL PRESINDIC particular be-INFIN 
~ vJe must not be par-t i cuI ar =' (Petr. Sat. 44) 
plane hic debet servus 
clearly this must-3sg PRES/INDIC slave 
esse nequissimus (Petr. Sat. 49~7) 
be-INFIN wretched-SUPERL 
='Clearly this must be a most wretched slave=' 
In L.;\te Latin~ and sometimes in Classical Latin~ debere can be 
fDund used impersonally with accusative and infinitive 
construction <p121 and fn.3~ p17i): 
(39) debet ... amorem c~-evi sse (C i c. ATT. 6. 1 • 10) 
it must love-ACC grow-INFIN.PERF. 
='the love must have grown=' 
Cognates of Latin debere are still used in modern Romance 
languages for both a deantic and inferential 
Fr-ench devoi r 
' ..... 8 ' \ . .:;. ) 
(39) 
Je dois me reposer 
I must-PRES mvself 
J 
~ I must r-est;o 
L ::. b-t-1'l'-- a \00\ c\ c\ ... J. 'c! .... 
the battle 
tet-r i b 1 e 
terrible 
'":!' .;- 9 F't= /::. F 
"_I :::Jo ,-r, 
!'"" PC::. -I- - T "-IF I 1\1 I _ _ _ .. j,", • ~
dO etre 
must-PP be-INFIN 
;tThe battle must have been terrible~ 
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·=. ense~ 2. g. , 
Italian dovere 
( 40) 
(41) 
Devo anda~e 
must-lsg PRES go-INFIN 
~ I mU '5t go ~ 
De \/e 
must-3sg 
='He must 
e·=·sere 
'0 - - I l\1C" II" , t:::' 1 ' 1 .~ 
pazzo 
mad 
In a numbe~ of 1anguages~ an impersonal verb lS found to 
exp~ess this ambiguity. 
In Finnish the form used for obligation and inference is an 
impersonal \/erb~ taytyy. The subject is required tD take 
genitive case (which is, In form, really an old dati v e): 
(42) jussin 
John-GEN 
t .3 ",.' t \/ \.' 
, I 
must-3sg 
'1 -1-:':, "11:': 0.1 a '_0.30 ct 
be-INFIN here 
~ J oh n m Ll s t be her e ;t (=' lin fer t hat. . =' / =' He 
to be=') 
i ·s ob 1 i 9 ed 
There are two verbal forms other than debere in Latin which 
display a deontic/epistemic ambiguity. One of these i s the 
i mpet-sonal \/erb oportet. It is used .:?ccu'sati v e and 
infinitive constructions (Bolkestein, 1 000. Be:;) • .: I~ • ....". 
inferential 
(43) quoniam 
Slnce 
habe:, 
ha\/e.2·:;g 
istum equum 
that ACC horse ACe 
aut 
either 
emeris aut ... (Cic. Int. 1 °4) • \....1 , 
deontic 
(44) 
buy-2sg PERF it is necessary or ... 
='since you possess that horse, you must have 
bou';lht it!' or ... :O (p89) 
omnia anima1ia dialectica nasci 
all NOM beings NOM logicians NOM be born 
oportet ut... intellegant 
it is necessary so that ... they understand 
='a11 animate beings must be born logicians in 
order to under 'stand ... =' (Sen. Ep. 121 u 10) 
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( ME) , pa i .. 
Modern Greek ~ .I.. LOO~ has an impersonal verb~ prep i ~ ~AJh i ch 
':; i 9 n a 1 s bot h obligation and inference. It 1 ':; followed~ as IS 
every v erb with a v erbal complement 1n Greek~ b y a finite 
1 
clause introduced b y the particle na : 
(45) 
(46) 
prepl na pa 
m LV:; t nag 0 
~He must go' 
prepi 
~c:q 
, _ , -J_ 
(oblig. ,~r:d infer.) 
0 1 ; ...... n u~< t a 
must na rain 3sgPST all night 
~ It must have been raining all night' 
When prepi occurs with the present tense~ i +- -~n b o .. :_ 1- ':;\1 ._ ambiguous 
between an obligation and an inferential sense. !;Jhen it occ u rs 
~"Ji th a pa.st tense~ can only be . +. +- . 1 1 n , ere n '_ 1 a • 
In Modern Persian the impersonal v erb biyad acts as a modal 
The main verb follows and ; ,- 1' ,...., fIe - + ,-. !~ ... !:) II t_ o_,=:...J for the 
person and number of the subject (Windfuhr 1979:98): 
(47) ba ';./ ,~d b et- a \./ am 
, I ha"l e to go ~ (p99) 
(48) agar be in arzanl ast~ bgyad ciz-e mozaxrafi ba~ad 
'If 1' +- l' - +-h-t ~hp-p ' ... · t I~Ll~t be =ometh1' ng 1,"Jor, t_h' ... p_~_-_-' I.. ':::;. I.. ,ct '- _~1. ~II _ _ 
(plOl) 
the maln verb 15 perfect~ c:)n 1 ';l an inferential reading 
applies. When it 1S i n the past perfect~ ~owever , the sense is 
that of unfulfilled obligation (~should have done . . . ~) (plO l). 
In Chapter 2 it was seen that v erbs meaning ~to become' , ~to 
happen' ~ were used to P'.I p"- pc--= 
_" t _:;:)..., P Ii...J~ '=' l' b ; l it \,1 -J_ ....... _ .'! . 
(obligation and inference) is often found to be expressed b y 
the verb ~to be~. 
Ewe (Niger-Kordofanian) uses an impersonal form of a v erb ~to 
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be~ for both inference and obligation: 
( 49 ) ./ ."'" .. .",.". e 1 e b e ~ ::: 0 fin a n.:J at -=:11 e 
it is that Kofi SU5JV be at home 
~Kofi must be home~ (am biguous between deontic 
and non-evidential infer9ntial ) 
Abkhaz (Caucasian - Hewitt~ 1979:195) too uses an impersonal 
of ~to be~ in a construction used for both inference 
ob 1 i I;J at ion. The construction consists of the 3rd singular 
the verb ~to be~ and a conditional clause: 
(50) 
(51 ) 
A 
s-ca-r-o-w+p=' (a -a -\.aJ+p=') 
l-go-if-it.be-stat (it-be-stative) 
~I must go~ 
a-yOn~ da-q~a-za+r-~-w+p;o 
art-house he-be- if -it. be-stat 
='He must be at home~ 
third form capable of a deontic/epistemic ambiguit y 
and 
of 
1n 
Latin 1S the use of a 3rd singular form of the v erb ~to be~ and 
a modal adjectiye~ necesse est, plus either an accusatlve and 
i nf i rd. ti v'e complement an Llt + =L'b '1In,-t; 'i P ..J \ J - \ .... _.. T -
( 801 kestein!l 1980: 106): 
" C",.., ) 
" ...J .. :. , 
( CO"":!,\ 
, . ...J ._ ' ~. 
necesse est eos venire ( ACC+INFIN) 
necesse est (ut) veniant (SUBJV) 
;0 It i '::; necessat-'v' that thev come~ (plD4) , , 
sed magnum neSClO quid necesse est evenisse 
clause 
='but something very serious must have happened=' (107) 
Necesse est can also occur with a dative ~subject~ but in this 
; 1-
... '- is always deontic ( p 106) . case 
1 n'? 
- .... 
6.6.4 Summary: Obligation and Inference 
It is obvious that the impersonal verb is a fa v oured form 
for the e x p~ession of inference when v erbs of obl i gation are 
invol '../ed. Comp 1 emen t -:; the modal verb vary 
- clauses~ 
accusat i \/ e and infiniti v e constructions and inflected .... /erbs 
(preceded not by a complementiser) 
-:3.re all acceptable. 
Clausal complements, however~ are in the majorit y in this data. 
6.7 Summary - Inference 
In this chapter there has been a presentation of forms 
illustrating in which a speaker signals to 
either that he knows something is so because of the evidence of 
his senses, that such evidence and/or general knowledge 
allows him to infer that it is. The only semantic difference 
between the senses of inference ( logical necessity) implied by 
forms which signal obligation and those which indicate specific 
evidence is that in the former the information or e v idence on 
which the inference is based is not specified. In 6.5 it frJas 
seen that inference from unspecified evi dence dOl2S not 
necessarily involve a form with an obligation sense. (It 
al -;5o not the case that -::i. for m ~·Jh i ch signals obligation 
neceSS2U- i 1 v 
I 
has i nf er-ent i al sense. There are numerous 
languages in which an obligation marker~ verbal or ot!lerwi se~ 
signals obligation onl y . ) 
Although there are not large numbers of e X2mples on which to 
b 1 - + -ase genera lza_lons, 
data. 
certain tendencies are evident from 
1 ....... U-.:;, 
the 
The fir-st IS that it appea~s to be a genetic featur-e 
Indo-Eur-opean languages to have ver-b forms capable of ambiguity 
between obligation and infer-ence. 
It also appear-s to be the case that v erb forms 
almost always expr-ess infer-ence based on unspecified evidence 
(' 6' .. ~ . ). F'ar-ticles and clitics may ir.dicate infer-ence f~om 
un ':spec if i ed evidence but can a1 so t-eveal the of 
evidence available to the speaker- (6.2-6.4). 
There ar-e not many inflectional for-ms In the data In 
comparIson with the number- of ~ -1 -1-; I ... n+ ec '- ... ana ;:::>'-'p,,""pss'on c _ .. ~ i _ ... I -J of 
pas·:;i b iIi t,t' (a point which replicates the situation in Bybee's 
war k) • T, he "-P_ ._~c:.onc:. ..L.,-!,""" t_h' ... ··==. .~"""P not l' TlmeH1' -tpl 'I -1 p~v-I ..;\ ..., ..., _, _ ;;;\, _ Ii'.... d _ _.., 1..- ... _ .;;;\ I • 
Hearsay forms which double as indicators of inference (6.3) 
1n fact favour inflectional realization and may play a dual 
role as aspect or tense markers. Forms which indicate hearsay 
evidence only however~ tend to be clitics or particles. 
SenSot-y evidence markers (b' '/, ...... , may take r,.=. ..... +~rlo t- .-" I '-'" - '- ~ '-/erb 
suf f i;.~ or ve,rob form!, and can indicate either direct 'sen 'se 
perception or inference from such. 
Overall!, logical necessity~ 1S not bound by 
grammatical form. It ha'::; been seen to be p'.' p .... ec.<=.pd _ ~\ I __ _ 
inflections!, det- i \!at i anal p.articles and 
In thi ·:; diversity of form!, the data for necessity 
par-allel the data for epistemic possibility. There i"5 al -:;;0 a 
parall el between the overwhelmingly verbal nature of forms 
e>( pressi ng inference from unspecified evidence and the almost 
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completely v erbal nature of forms expressing root possibility!' 
and of course its negation. 
negat i \/e form of 
languages (see 4.2) one 
accidental. 
6.8 Ie' ; rl'=' 1 IJ b c . e ..- \ l .=. + ~ ,-, r'"!1 '::: """ '-.'. _ _ i "'-,, '- ~ "'"""". .-J' 
Gi v en the relationship between the 
negati v e potential 
ma ·~.·" a '3sume this 1 '3 not 
ln many 
;'1 l "- P 1 \1 j-"' _I_J. ,.." 
In var10us places suggestions as to the meanlngs or ':5enses 
of forms have been made. With all of the data in perspecti v e~ 
a general meanlng can be offered for inference of an y kind.. It 
involves the components: 
+,!-Iat v,,," 1 - ""0 ~ - , ':::;:::; ~ 
but I know something ( = I have evidence) 
2 
which makes me think that it 
Both Necessi t ''/ and Possibility invol v e the speaker ln 
implication ~I don~t know that X 1S so'. But Neces '5i t ,y" 
involves knowing something 
ItJIi i ch to draw a conclusion, 
- being cer-tain of 
F'r.s ·::: l' b'; 11' + \/ '...J ....: .I. _ ,! 
.::: '-':I""e+ h; rl c" " 
- ' ''-' , Ii - .... '-::J " 
.; '""'I"lnl '\/ (::l'= J. t .... _ T _ ...I 
th e 
th I:=? n 
fr-om 
not 
knowing anything (for sure) on which to base a sound judgement . 
A final word can be said in connection ~'.!i th ·t I"" P I"" p l .=' + oj 'If"::: h l' P 1_ , _ • .:.."'\ __ ...... 1"-' 
of Potential with Necessity. In the light of modality seen as 
in\lol\/ing expressions of the state or status of the speaker~s 
knowledge~ it can be seen that potential (the ~possible 
t y pe of possibility) may be a form of (ep i ':5 t em i c) modality_ 
Given a sentence in English such as ~You can buy a kettle for 
10 cents there ~ ~ where the sense of can does not irl\/olve 
105 
but does involve some sense of ~possibilit y ~ 
possible to buy the meaning of can can be seen to be 
something 1 i k: e: ~ I k n o~4,): it~ -:; pos -:;io1e kettle there~. 
Potential may be seen to in v ol v e the components! 
The 
I know something ( = I have (unspecified) 
e'-/i dence ) 
which makes me certain (=know (for sure» 
initial compCJnent of meaning 
b ' , i their having 1n common that the speaker 15 impl y ing that he 
has evidence for sa ;7"'1 n g ~~J h at h e ~ -:; sa ,/ lng. In this form 
potential~ too~ may be seen to be a kind of evidential. 
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CHAPTEF~ SE\')EN 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Modality has been best known for the conf usion it cau ·:;es. 
What 1 '5 modal it 'I? What~s mood? Are they related? IS 
there confusion? 
Much of the linguistic work done in modality in English has 
focLlsed on the distinction bet~~Jeen epistemic and deontic 
modality. These terms themselves have been g 1 \/(?n varIOUS 
interpretations which have compounded the confusion. The 
problem of terminology was addressed ear 1 \/ , in this !,"'Jork ~ to 
make clear the referents of the terms. 
It IS well known that in many languages one linguistic form 
can wear the cloak of d pon+' ; J-_ _..a.\... mod - , I' t- \ " i d J. _ T' In one and 
ep i stemi c meldal it yin another. - The ne~< us of the t~4.JO modal it i es 
is considered to lie in the two central notions of modal logic 
- possibility and necessity. This study has approached 
modality throLlgh the e;< pre s s 1 0 n thest:.-? t ~"'Jo 
presumed constants possibility and necessity. 
Data obtained shows that the n r.t~ or-· ~ pn'::c; b'; 1 ; ,t- \/ ~ -J ..a. I f • ..J-J_' J. ... J.. .• _; In 
has two distinct real i ~,at ions in language. One C ·3n be 
paraphrased by ~it~s possible that ... ~ (usually represented by 
may in English)~ the other can be paraphrased by ~it~s possible 
for . . . (connected with English can). The first part of this 
work has illustrated the grammatical means by which possibility 
1S represented in language. It has also presented data from 
various languages exemplif y a scalar notion of 
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p~obability 1n which the fi~st of these types of pcssibility 
takes pa~t. 
The 1 .3tter type of possibility (which IS bette~ 
~potential~) 1S found exp~essed by ma~ke~s of It 
has not gener-all "'/ been regae-ded as epistemic~ since the 
canonical marker of epistemic possibility has always been may 
in English and forms equivalent to may in languages other than 
E r- ,..,' ~ .- h , i J~.L .i..:;:) I. Its hOlrJever ~ h.:3.s a 1 ~>Ja y s been 
Pp l' .- +- pm,'; c 
_ :;:)\.._ J. ~ In ' ... t--_-. "-c1 ... p_ a'- mar I·' ell'"' I _ ... :::> '- ". I of negative 
inference. Data has been p~esented which suggests that the 
negative notion conceptu3.11 '/ independent f r-CJm the 
positi \/e notion~ Ij ;:=: ': p ~ i- ,=-_..J .J._~ it ·=:, appar-ent !j l:::lr-I!7.:lrl·l~pn'l- 0 (in -t-"- - I_\:;;; - I it for its 
form In many languages. It ha '=:' .al=.o been s.h o~"-In 
the us-e of a negative potential for m f cn- n ega "t i \/ e 
i n-fer-enc2!, as occurs in English!, 1S indeed common In language 
but not universal. 
In Chapter- 5~ this work offer-ed a new perspecti ve on mood!, 
and proposl~d a definition of 
cet-tai n moods. 
the types of 
definition of 
pr-e-:5entati on of 
In this chapter and . the next~ data e x empli fying 
forms which are accommodated 
modality were gIven. 
fOr-ms t --l ··t· -11 "'- ~ .-l rdw1 lond j ~a u
by the proposed 
Th -I .1 S· included 
to be ambiguous 
obligation and inference~ as well as forms which are 
regarded as evidential. It was suggested that the inferential 
- 11 i -- d t o-ct _t::' _ the notion of obligation may also be 
·:3.5 8'./i denti al . A decomposition of the meaning implied by all 
inferential forms was proposed~ In the light of the definition 
of modalit'y'. 
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'~' 
'r-I 
the alethic notions of possibil i t y and necessit y ~ In Ordt2r 
to gaIn the grasp that 1S required for a linguistic anal ysis of 
mod3.1ity. 
At the beginning of this wor k it was suggested that~ 
at the present stage of our knowledge concerning modalit y ~ any 
study of the topic must hav e as its underlvinq or e v en 
.' -
prlmar 'l 
a1m a more satisfvinq 
, -
definition and delineation of the subject 
c:\r e;:~ .• T!-, 1· .= l It --' ,... -I- ' l rl .. I h .... ,- ... o{- t p CT'\ P t .::::. d +;"j n ~- - \ I; d 0 .- Lt C I-, -I 0 f ; n; -I- 1· 0 n =. _:-. W J I '::;\:::' d. '- __ Ill '_ '_ L }- i L l .,. • . '- =. : I I-J "_ .. 1 • '- • I f 
-I- 1-. -
,_ i c: state and status of the speaker~s knowledqe is u sed as a 
criterion for defining modality, ·3 modal c::\ ! ctpm can ..J ! -' __ '" '- certainl y 
be identified and delineated in an y language. It i s then the 
~- __ r- I . 
\_ c\:;;'; t :, of mod.:..l .~ n .~, \' c . t ·- + '0 " n ,-i p"" -=. t .'" n ,-I I ~J h ' .' ..c ;!.,.. 'm c. _. • _ .. oJ. 't ..... - ::) - '-.\ -... - I __ .;;\ :..J It' I .., I _ 1 I _ ,.r h 1· r I-, 1, ·"11 __ I • 
notions '~uch as speaker~s state of knowledge shou l d 
basic 01"- ~ltol-rl "'t; \ .. ''::::' mo~ninqc -I-,-hnc::o ~pnn+;r _\... _ __ I \;;\ .. '_ ...... \ I _ ~ _ ..." __ ;..J _ _ '- ... _ ~ 
::=r \," P "'- 0 -:: -= '_ .' .. I I ___' --J 
as 
and other 
noi: 1 CJns ~ the attempted inclusion of which has so con fu sed the 
d p··~ 1 r · '; i- ; or·' r...}-..c .. _ I _ I 101. _ 01. , I modal i t ·/ _ 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER ONE 
1 
4 0 • '=~- 1 td ' ! 
- " - '- l section 5.4 for a slightl y different 
:I ~Y- ·=rl c:. l-t ; ...... ,::z nn _1 n l""1 ... 1 r_ ,:,t ... ; .... ·' e moori r _ . ~ r-' '- '- - - • - - -.\ - , " ~ 
01:'" • Th ' .-;.. :=- of modalit y in':/ 
see Chapters 5 and 6. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER TWO 
i 
Jo • The paT ap h r ·;3. ses are due to Coates 1 9~33. The 
th e rl; ·=t 1' 1"-:( ,-+; on 1. 1 :=' ,- ~; .,-ct ·"T\-"'de b" r::' .... 1 Imel'"" (, i ... '~, -Y, ' 0 .. , •• -Y .. , 1.L ) • '-J.. -J I i '_ ' _ .... I, T~ '-" ::; I ... I __ 1, I .~ i I .='.... I I He call ,::?d 
type of possibility which IS implied b y can ~dynamic~, 
following yon Wright ( 1951:28) who himself attr ibutes the term 
too M~-. Geach . 
Unless otherwise stated, data and jud gments in Finnish, 
Th-l' rh;n~~e ~nd i , .:i., !' . ....." .... _ ::; -:..'\ Gpl'"" (man al'""~ ~1'"" 1"'"'(m r. -",1-1' './,0:=, ·=ppal .. pl'""-:-_ 1 , _ _ i _ C, _ ' I l ';;;\ _ y ' _ ...., _ '- t ·, _ I ::;). 
3 • F' 0 ~ c: J' 1-, ]0 1 l' t o. I 1' '- c: e man + ; r :":\ 1 I \,. ~- 0 I :=, 1- ;:=l rl 1- 0 l' n 1- !==> .,.. 1-- n q .-'" 1- l' ... I ; t '. I 
__ =. -" .. u .. .... ., :::> --: _. '- ... _ .=\ • l I '_ ...... \ __ ~ _ I __ 1 I - _ ;;\ - ".... ,'1 
in that both notions imply that the spea ke r doesn~t kn ow 
something. A formal relationship is e vident in a number of 
languages - see section 5.5. 
4. ~J!-'I~IP.J.' ~1° r"(.::.1 <:::1-::=tmc: +;::.I.°e +-he '-'If.£.l· '.~ or ..." ~-v _ I ' ....... ..,. _" _ _ .,;.:J '- _\ t·. \.. ::;) _ ) , . cons:.onant 
.£.' 1 ; 1 na stems repeat the stem final consonant before the suffix . 
C" 
\oJ. Although clitics may be regarded as relati v ely free 
forms compared with inflections~ they have been included here 
rather than with particles because of their need to be bound to 
some element in the sentence which is, 
and Jacaltec~ regularly the verb form. 
'... r ( t_ 1-,. (~_ ,_ ~_, .::-_ .... (:=._ f_"! f T 'T( b rl b II .,.. .". 
... , _0 ' >-\ I eo ... 
6 . Actually~ in By bee and Pagliuca (1985:69) it is noted 
~:hat th€=re l,.'-Jas on 1 0/ one e>~ amp 1 e ( f rom the '5ame 50 languages 
sample) of a bound marker which covered both ability and 
possibility~ namel y ln Malayalam - permission isn~t 
mentioned. It is assumed that an error has been made in one of 
these statements and that the permission / 
discussed in Bybee 
(In Tami 1 there 
(Asher 1982:172). 
Imbabura Quechua 
forms, h .:3.s 
1985: 164) . ) 
1985, -aam, is the same for m. 
is a form~ -aam~ which is used for 
The forms may be related. The form 
which is cognate with other Quechuan 
1-he mp- n 1° 1"-:q of :t ron ' pr-tL:r'-'~ 
- - 1(_.::'", 11 _ 0 - 'j _'-_ 0 _ 
hp"''''',- a\1 11 _~ 1 ,::)_ Y 
-sh i 1 n 
hearsay 
(Cole 
7. na derives from a modal particle an which originall y had 
potential or indefinite meaning, and was conf u sed , over time, 
first with a homophonous conditional marker, and later with the 
purposive marker ina (Jannaris 1968:420). Its status in modern 
Greek lS not fi x ed~ and there is now the possibil ity of its 
being confused with a Bal kan deictic particle na (Joseph 
1981 ) . 
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8. The suffi x on the verb ln the second sentence~ -tta(a)~ 
1S a form used usually 
feel ings. The object of the 
case (Whitney 1956: 118). 
with e x pr-essions 
~polinq ic n 1 ~cod 
'-'- ~ _ -4-J r- .... ..;;\--
hanta inhottaa 
she-PART disgust-ttaa 
~She is disgusted~ 
v-Jhi::h indicate 
in t h e par- titi v e 
o T' . 
.' • I n 1 .:; 
in Persian. 
par-ticiple 
\/er- b 
I,lihen 
also 
; ~ 
... '"" is passive~ 
maIn wa y of forming 
h 0 v-J eve r- ~ itt a k e s 
p .3s ·:;i v e 
a \ierb 
(Windfuhr- 1979: 105): 
Ali 
Ali 
:' A' . ~. 1 
dide 
- F,cT F'T ':;:)ee- .-oJ I • • 
NOTES TO CHAPTER THREE 
'50d 
b • / h • - 3 .:; 9 • F' S T 
(p1 0? ) 
1 .. Tt~r-J. =. 
pr-obability on 
difficult out of context to place a degree 
the English for-ms may, might~ and could. 
of 
It 
seems they can mean mere chance, fair chance or 5 0 / 50 depending 
on the context. In a way, may appears to be an unmarked form 
within the scale. It signals that t here is a possibilit y , but 
is not e x plicit as to how likel y the situation descr-ibed would 
be. In the past, might has been regarded as being mor e 
~tentative', but Coates (1983:153-4) notes sev eral r-ecent 
British studies including her own which indicate that might is 
simply an alternative form for may when used to r efer to 
epistemic possibility in non-Scots ~nglish. Could~ however~ 
appears to fill the r-ole of tentati v e possibility (1983:165). 
r-d 1 t h r e e for m s a r- e U <.:::. e d ~'J i t h weI 1 ( ~m a y ~~J ell ~ ~ ~ mig h t ItJ ell ~ 
etc) to bolster the degr-ee of pr-obability. 
,.., 
..:... 
t.h.3n 
The ~matrix Camment~ 1 ':; not 
~it may be so that~. HO~"Je···/ er 
s presumably means ~that'. 
glossed in an ';l 
¢ i::;. 21 s .ewhere 
more d f:=tai 1 
q 1 ossed 2, .:; 
3. 510sses are not gi v en for the sentence in Whorf's 
taken from other e xamples and given in roug h 
to show the position of the particles in the 
article but are 
1 r-, , I 
·:;:.entence. Both par-ticles sen and ke come first in the r 1 .~ I lC P - _._-J_ 
in these e x amples. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR 
qcJe 5tlon~ ().bout the VS~ of th/') form 
l. I n the ::;.peech of younge~ :~us. tr 21 i ansA~ mLlstn;o ti s. qui te 
natural as a negative inferential for-m. For- example~ 
is an 
Older 
He mustn~t have seen the note 
acceptable alternative 
(O\l~(" '(;.0) 
Australians ~owever 
A ' 
for ~He can't have seen the note.' 
,lC<. I! /:) t' -rhe.. ~ 
would not~u~e 1mustn·t in this way. 
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~ It 1S v er y difficult to discuss these notions with any 
more e xplicit meanings or e xplication of meanings than what the 
words themselves convey to the reader. Grammars can rarely 
gIve enough examples to offer a sound basis for a judgment 
about their meanings~ and as a very rough guide can and can~t 
are usually glossed ~be able~ and ~be unable~. 
3. Ehrmann (1966)~ and other linguists SInce, have referred 
to this meanlng in terms of ~nihil obstat~ ( ~nothing 
prevents~ ) . Sweetser (1 982, 1984 )~ uSlng a model suggested by 
Talmy (1982)~ analyses English modal verbs in terms of barriers 
and forces. The ~nihil obstat~ notion underlies her work~ but 
she views may as having an ~absent potential barrier~ and can 
to contain positive potential force as well as an absent 
potential barrier. 
4. ' ()' indicafes fhat tt,es~ ve"bs can ta.l<e. ohJect /aref;'xe~. 
NOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE 
1. Here and throughout this study indicative and 
interrogative moods (which express the speaker~s knowledge~ or 
lack of~ of a situation) are considered only in sentences in 
the third person. There has been no chance of including , an 
~f svb.iecf.; 
analysis of the meanings of the moods according to person~ bu~ 
it 1S well understood that the meaning is affected by the 
different persons. (It may not necessarily be altered~ 
hO~AJever) . 
2. The structure of these meanings and those following 
something to the Wierzbic k ian method of semantic analysis 
e. 9 • 1,1Ji e r z b i c k a 1 972 , 1 980) . 
NOTES TO CHAPTER SIX 
t. See fn 7 Chap 5. 
2. See fn 2 Chap 5. 
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o~..,es 
( see 
... 
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